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These kinds of things
are why we live in LA.
– CURRENT:LA Visitor

CURRENT:LA Water
was the first public art biennial produced by the City of
Los Angeles. "First" not only signals – bravely – that there
will be another and another and another, but also
suggests that planners foresaw a process marked by
experimentation and exploration. A process that would
demand a level of flexibility not typically associated with
government agencies and departments.
The first of anything is an opportunity to test concepts, reach out to new
partners, and break down entrenched ways of getting things done. The
potential inherent in a "first" is tremendous, as are the risks: Large-scale
public art initiatives already come with myriad obstacles, but the
paradigm shift CURRENT:LA proposed to undertake lent the project a
particularly perilous air.
Firsts also come with heightened monitoring and evaluation challenges.
Short lead times, untested management strategies, new relationships,
and unanticipated bottlenecks, coupled with the fact that "getting the
project up" takes precedence over everything else, require a level of
flexibility that doesn't necessarily support the polishing of idealized
research designs.
In keeping with the experimental nature of CURRENT:LA Water, we
looked to establish an inquiry framework that could be investigated in as
many ways as circumstances allowed. Not knowing what the artworks
and programming would be or how they might "work" until well into the
pre-production process, we instead drew heavily on project documents
to develop a number of questions that could be, if not answered, then at
least explored using a number of strategies and instruments. In some
cases, we designed prototypes – instruments and protocols – that we
thought might work regardless of how an artwork evolved or event
unfolded. Some of these were useful, some not. Our policy was to test
quickly and set aside approaches that didn't pay off in two or three
iterations. If something appeared to be catching on and yielding fruitful
data, e.g. Doodles, we looked for ways to deploy it more widely.
Varied in depth and breadth, the resulting evaluation design and data
corpus are both suitable and richly informative for a "first." Rather than
hewing to a conceptual frame developed before much was known
beyond the proposal language, we wanted to elicit and reinforce the
team's (City departments, artists, artisans, programmers, and project
managers) emerging knowledge, skills, and understanding about how to
do this. Without getting in the way of either the essential visitor
experience – which we hoped to capture if not measure – or the
production process itself.
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About this Report

Navigation: Just What You Want

The findings presented here include the confirmatory, the explanatory,
and the speculative. While defined as a social impact evaluation, the
Department of Cultural Affairs and Bloomberg Philanthropies
expressed tangential interest in a number of constructs and topics,
from attendance and social media interactivity to economic impacts
and artistic excellence. Some of these fell within the scope of our
design and resources; others, such as an assessment of the
effectiveness of "Virtual CURRENT:LA" (social media and digital
elements), were outside our brief and we've noted these throughout.
While mindful of the need to lay out the science underlying our conclusions and
conjectures, we're also aware that very few evaluation reports are read straight
through. Or perhaps even read at all. Most practitioners are not excited by a
lengthy discussion of Methods and Procedures, while that may be exactly and
only what a researcher cares about. Our goal is utility, and we've organized this
document with an eye to helping readers find what they're interested in learning,
borrowing, or sharing. Here we offer a section-by-section navigational aid to the
Report's content and questions.
•

Executive Summary
o

•

Background
o

•

•

•

Page 22

Who had the information we needed to begin answering our
questions? Where would we find them? And what context(s) should we
use as frames for our findings and models of change?

Instruments and Procedures
o

Page 17

Output and outcome goals drive evaluation designs and steer
implementation activities. What did CURRENT:LA's planners and
funders think "success" would look like? What questions should we ask
that would support improvement, generate new knowledge, or help
stakeholders understand what worked, what didn't, and why?

Sources and Settings
o

Page 10

On Bloomberg Philanthropies' Public Art Challenge, on CURRENT:LA,
on our involvement as external evaluators, and (briefly) on some of the
literature that shaped our approaches.

Dimensions of Success and Priority Questions
o

Page 1

A manageable overview, plus notes on the entire Casebook.

Page 27

A comprehensive discussion of our data collection tools – from
observation guides to online questionnaires – and how and where we
tested and deployed them.
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•

Data Corpus
o

•

o
o

o

o

o

Attendance and Geography
Page 41
 How many attended and from where did they travel? Was there broad
representation from across the City of Los Angeles?
Motivation and Interest
Page 54
 Why did people visit? What ideas or values seem to have motivated participation?
Experience and Engagement
Page 60
 What happened? Did visitors enjoy their CURRENT:LA experience? Did it meet
their expectations? What impressions did they take away and what did the
experience mean to them?
Social Impact and Social Capital
Page 69
 What do these terms mean? What models can we derive from the literature
that are relevant not only to our investigation of CURRENT:LA but to similar
projects?
Real-Time Creation of Social Capital
Page 80
 Connectivity, neighborliness, civil discourse: Did we observe or collect reports
of these or related behaviors and attitudes?
Issue Awareness
Page 95
 Did visitors gain new understanding of water – including sub-topics such as
drought, conservation, and delivery infrastructure – as a global concern?

Last Words
o

•

Our "body of data" includes numbers, words, images, social media posts, vox pops,
drawings, maps, and artifacts. In this subsection we identify each type of data and
its associated dimension and/or construct of interest.

Findings by Construct
o

•

Page 36

Page 102

What worked? What didn't work? What might be done next time to strengthen
enabling factors and mitigate risks?

Snapshots
o

We've sprinkled 16 snapshots, one for each of the sites, throughout this Report (full
backgrounders on artists and artworks are available from the DCA).

The Casebook
In addition to this Social Impact Evaluation Report, the full Research Lab Casebook
includes a number of documents and resources available both from the Department of
Cultural Affairs and Kamella Tate Associates, LLC (artfullives@earthlink.net).
•

Executive Summary

•

White Paper: OK, We're Going For It! Public Art as Collective Practice We
reviewed the literature on high-performing teams in order to better understand the
hows and whys of what worked and what didn't. Includes a theory-informed
management model designed for CURRENT:LA leaders – as well as anyone else
looking to improve the effectiveness of their project teams and workgroups.

•

Resource Bank: Publications and links that informed our work, as well as others
that provoked discussion and contributed to ideas for future engagement.

•

Technical and Data Appendices: Field summaries, qualitative texts, descriptive
statistics, instruments, CURRENTConvening documents, and others.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Bloomberg Philanthropies' Public Art Challenge
In 2014, Bloomberg Philanthropies invited mayors from
across the United States to work in collaboration with artists
and arts organizations on the development of temporary
public art projects that would "enhance the quality of life in
cities." Out of an initial pool of 237, the Department of
Cultural Affairs (DCA) proposal to establish the City of Los
Angeles' first Public Art Biennial – CURRENT:LA – was one
of only four selected to receive a grant.
CURRENT:LA Water Public Art Biennial
Like its fellow grantees, CURRENT:LA was imagined to reflect and reside within the
unique neighborhoods and communities that comprise the City of Los Angeles. The
initiative's ambitious scope reached well beyond the DCA's typical public art project with
an inaugural outing built around the theme of water – its conservation, infrastructure,
ecology, and historical impact on the development of southern California.

The Research Lab

CURRENT:LA was highly complex: 16 different sites spread across all 15 City Council
Districts, extending 58 miles north to south and 29 miles west to east. In addition to the
artworks themselves, CURRENT:LA included 86 artist-led events, 74 public programs, and
61 conCURRENT listings by community groups working throughout LA.
Following a competitive proposal process, our coalition of Kamella Tate
Associates, LLC, and USC's Rossier School of Education was selected to conduct
a "social impact evaluation" of the initiative. Recognizing that the prospect of
being tested can feel quite threatening, we named our monitoring and evaluation
(M&E) project the CURRENT:LA Research Lab (RL). In doing so, we hoped not
only to gesture towards the exploratory purposes of our investigations but also to
foster an attitude of discovery rather than of judgment.
With experience in both academic (theoretical and experimental) and
professional contexts, we set about to create a "blendship" of scholarship and
practice that drew on the rigor of the former and the reality of the latter. We saw
an opportunity to develop practical methodologies to identify, measure, and
interpret indicators – established through both literature reviews and stakeholder
consultation – of constructs and phenomena such as social capital, attendance,
valuing, experience, and neighborliness.
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By situating CURRENT:LA within a larger body of writings on social impact research and
evaluation, we were looking to prototype effect pathways. Could we demonstrate
potentially causal links between proximal outcomes (measured/observed effects) and
broader, long-term outcome goals – links we would not be able to establish empirically
but that might be modeled depending on the evidence we collected?

Dimensions of Success and Priority Questions
Referencing the original proposal documents, we began by identifying dimensions of
success for the initiative: Three outputs (a.k.a., "stuff" – artworks created, visits made,
programs produced, etc.) and three outcomes (a.k.a., "change" – what happened to and for
the people who viewed the art, attended the programs, responded on social media, etc.).
As CURRENT:LA was viewed not only as a full-fledged public art project but as a proof of
concept, we also named a third dimension – "promising practices."
•

Output Dimensions
o "Maximized attendance"
o "Strong digital presence" (outside of study scope)
o "Creation of high-quality artworks" (outside of study scope)

•

Outcome Dimensions
o "Real-time creation of social capital"
o "Greater recognition and value within the public realm"
o "Elevate awareness of water as a global issue"

•

Promising Practices Dimensions
o "A new paradigm for public art, locally and for the field-at-large"

Each of our dimensions could be turned readily into one or more working evaluation
questions and constructs to investigate. In brief:
•

Did CURRENT:LA . . .
o maximize attendance? (Constructs: Attendance and geography)
o support the real-time creation of social capital? (Constructs: Social impact and
social capital; geography; motivation and interest; experience and engagement)
o stimulate greater recognition and value [of/for arts and culture, water and water
infrastructure, public art, etc.] within the public realm? (Constructs: Motivation
and interest; experience and engagement)
o elevate awareness of water as a global issue? (Construct: Issue awareness)
o model a new paradigm? (Construct: Effectiveness; see our White Paper)
o have a strong digital presence? (outside of study scope)
o result in the creation of high quality artwork? (outside of study scope)

Other questions emerged during the course of the project and evaluation: Descriptive
(What happened and to whom?), correlational/causal (Did it work? Did X cause Y?), and
process/mechanism (Why did X happen? How might X have caused Y?).

Sources and Settings
Given the evaluative challenges posed by the initiative's many moving parts, we shaped
our workplan to emphasize high-priority, information-rich cases. Concurrently, we were
interested in what types of data we could collect and what instruments could be
deployed. Paper surveys need places for people to write on. Gate counts need gates that
people pass through. Relatedly, the number of programs at a site influenced visitor flows
and created more or less potential for fruitful interactions and meaningful responses – in
other words, the range and mix of data sources available within defined settings.
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•

Sources: Individual Perspectives
Given our platform and question set, there were three groups that would know the
most about what we were investigating: CURRENT:LA Visitors, Creative Team, and
Stakeholders. Each offered a unique perspective on the project's impacts,
processes, strategies, outcomes, and potential for longer-term ripple effects.

•

Settings: Within Community Contexts
Considering the project's aim of establishing a new paradigm for social practice
public art, settings became even more important as places where people gather,
share experiences, trade viewpoints, and gain understanding of their fellow
citizens. For CURRENT:LA, two settings presented themselves as useful contexts
for making meaning and answering questions – namely neighborhoods and
communities and the City of Los Angeles itself.

Instruments and Procedures
Guided by our evaluation questions, we designed a suite of mixed-methods tools and
approaches to measure both outputs (attendance, services, artworks, programs, project
management) and outcomes (social capital, cultural value, awareness), while capturing
evidence of promising practices and demonstrating the viability and replicability of the
CURRENT:LA model.
•

Fieldwork: Real-time monitoring and opportunities for observation and interaction
o Site Coordinators: Online Field Reports and ZIP Code tables
o Research Lab: Observation Guide, Question Set (vox pops), and ZIP Code tables

•

CURRENTConnections: Online Visitor Questionnaire. Accessed using buttons on
the website; through social media postings; using QR codes on signage; and via
URL links on business cards and other publications

•

Quick Takes: Paper questionnaires administered at selected events

•

Doodles: Quarter-page visitor response form, displayed at The HUB

•

CURRENTConvenings: Post-production group workshops for Site Coordinators
and DCA staff

•

CURRENTConversations: Post-production individual interviews

Data Corpus
The measures we developed and deployed resulted in a highly varied data corpus.
Ratings, narratives, photos, recordings, transcriptions, documents, maps, drawings,
worksheets, spreadsheets – all worked not only to provide answers to our evaluation
questions but also to point the way towards unexpected connections, new
understanding, and surprising discoveries. The full data corpus includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

222 Site Coordinator Field
Reports
21 RL Observation Guides
147 CURRENTConnections
759 ZIP Codes (1,226 visitors)
193 Quick Takes
61 Vox pops

•
•
•
•
•

47 Doodles
2 CURRENTConvenings (transcripts, RL notes,
handouts/worksheets)
2 CURRENTConversations (transcripts and RL
notes)
News media: 111 articles (online and print)
Social media 81 images and interactions
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FINDINGS: Attendance and Geography
With "maximize attendance" set as a priority output goal – important both to the DCA and
Bloomberg Philanthropies as an indicator of success – project managers were faced with
the knotty problem of counting visitors at large-scale, non-ticketed, open-access events.
The difficulty of counting visitors to free programming at open public spaces has been
much discussed in the literature (Biaett & Hultsman, 2015; Davies, Coleman, &
Ramchandani, 2010; Streich et al., 2003; Watson & Yip, 2011). Determining crowd sizes for
CURRENT:LA was no exception: Most sites had no defined entry point or check in area,
and even attendees of scheduled, timed events came and went at will.
Our design incorporated both counting at specific events and counting for set periods of
time at each site. We calculated totals based on a variety of factors – time of day, number
of hours a site was open to the public, number of days an artwork was available, and
estimated visitor flows. We were interested as well in active days and attendance per
active day. Here's an overview of what we found:
•

Did CURRENT:LA maximize attendance? The data say "yes." Our calculated total
of 33,243 actually exceeded projections (27,675) by 20 percent.

•

Highest site attendance: Echo Park (Teresa Margolles) at 15,079.

•

Lowest site attendance: Bee Canyon Park (Lucky Dragons) at 219.

•

Number of active days all sites: Total 369; days-per-site ranged from 26 to 90 (16
sites including The HUB).

•

Average attendance per active day: 90; average for each site ranged from 76 to 120.

In addition to prototyping approaches for counting visitors, we collected home ZIP Codes
with nearly every instrument, from Doodles to vox pops to surveys. Our primary goal was
to understand representativeness – to discover 1) if people from throughout the city
attended, and 2) if there might be hotspots of participation at the neighborhood level.
1.

Mapping ZIPs using a simple online tool revealed that, although the initiative's
audience was geographically representative, there was notable clustering in the
Silver Lake/Los Feliz/Echo Park area. Considering the presence nearby of four
prominent sites, this is not surprising; however, these are also high-density home
neighborhoods for many creative economy workers. That is, people who already
value the arts and know "how to go."

2.

Was there any sign that artworks or programs attracted a non-trivial proportion of
visitors from neighborhoods adjacent to the sites? Our tentative answer is "yes" –
localized attendance can be seen throughout, with encouraging hotspots in Point
Fermin, South LA (Wetlands), and the west Valley (Origin). These areas are often
missing from attendance maps for programs that lack a specific community focus.

FINDINGS: Motivation and Interest
To help us suss out the reasons people had for hopping in cars or on bikes or busses to
visit a CURRENT:LA site, we created an item in our CURRENTConnections survey: Why

did you decide to visit this site in particular?
•

40.8 percent of respondents selected "The social aspects – spending quality time
with friends/family" as one of up to three choices they could make.
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•

"It's in my neighborhood" and "It looked like it would be fun" came in at 38.1 and
36.7 percent respectfully.

•

Nearly 35 percent told us it was something "Other" than the options we'd provided.
We pulled four themes out of the 51 short-answer texts submitted.
o Happenstance: "We were there."
o So convenient!: "I live next door!"
o Intentional: "I'm an avid gardener."
o In it for the adventure: "Something interesting to do."

•

"It was free" was selected 45 times by about 30 percent of respondents.

Notable overall is how much emphasis CURRENT:LA visitors put on social expectations.
Having a fun time with friends and family, doing something convenient (in the
neighborhood!) that was accessible to all (no cost!). Easy and available. Of much less
importance were factors often cited in studies of arts patrons and audiences: Topics and
ideas, familiarity with an artist and her/his work, a desire to experience deep emotions.
What might these findings mean not only for future iterations of CURRENT:LA, but for
public art generally? First, the importance of paying attention to sociability, ease of use,
and accessibility – the simple friendliness of being greeted by artists and SCs, of meeting
others while making lemonade or potting native plants, of sitting peacefully on a bridge or
under a dome. And second, the importance of ensuring projects are located where
people are already spending their leisure time. Places that offer opportunities to discover
and to happen upon the unexpected.

FINDINGS: Experience and Engagement
Did people enjoy their CURRENT:LA experience? Did they find their emotions stirred or
thoughts stimulated? How deep were their feelings of engagement or fascination? Were
they generally happy they visited, and if so, were they happy enough to tell friends, post to
social media, and consider going to other sites?
When asked to reflect on their CURRENT:LA experiences, people most often
remembered how much fun they had with friends and family, going to places they'd never
been, seeing things that were out of the ordinary and unexpected. They described feeling
good, not only enjoying much of what they saw and did but also coming up with ways to
enhance their CURRENT:LA adventure by visiting new restaurants, meeting new people,
and trying new skills. On the whole, they reported that the time and effort it took to
participate was worthwhile, and they were glad they attended
Although intellectual challenges and emotional involvement were less intensely
recalled than the memory of simply enjoying themselves, it's important to keep in mind
that neither of these were uppermost in visitors' minds. Their goal of "spending quality
time with friends/family" appears to have been met and thoroughly so by the artworks or
programs they attended.
These experiential descriptions are supported by self-reports of what people did (or
indicated they did) afterwards and what they planned to do next. Nearly everyone said
they talked and thought more deeply about what had happened in the days following
their visit. Over 30 percent shared impressions and recommendations in some way on
social media, and three-quarters said they looked online for more information. Finally,
over half said they thought they would be visiting other sites or events.
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Drawing each out via an iterative clustering process commonly used for large sets of
qualitative data (Creswell, 2013), we identified five experiential themes that best fit the
nearly 300 comments and short-answer texts we collected.
•

Enjoyment
o "This is so great. I'm so glad we came."
o "Beyond enthralling. Thank you."
o "Mesmerized by this piece! Just speechless, incredible work."

•

Discovery
o "Having an event gives a reason to get together and go somewhere – in the
process discover new things and see a new section of the urban landscape."

•

Importance
o "An outstanding invigoration of a very challenging natural space."
o "Hope the city can work the kinks out, the concept is powerful."

•

Learning
o "People might not understand it at first but we have to get better at the facts."

•

Impermanence/Return
o "It's so exciting that it's here. I wish it could stay longer than a month."
o "Do some more of these exhibits here, it was fun."

FINDINGS: Social Impact and Social Capital

Social
Impact

"By social impacts we mean the consequences to human populations of any
public or private actions that alter the ways in which people live, work, play, relate
to one another, organize to meet their needs and generally cope as members of
society. The term also includes cultural impacts involving changes to the norms,
values, and beliefs that guide and rationalize their cognition of themselves and
their society." (emphasis added, ICGPSIA, 2003, p. 231)

Social
Capital

While CURRENT:LA planners identified multiple dimensions of success for the project,
we felt two constructs were worth deeper inquiry – not only in the immediate context of
the initiative, but also in the general context of the region's arts and culture ecosystems:
Social impact and social capital.

"Social capital is an instantiated informal norm that promotes co-operation
between two or more individuals . . . instantiated in an actual human relationship . .
. Such norms must lead to co-operation in groups and therefore are related to
traditional virtues like honesty, the keeping of commitments, reliable
performance of duties, reciprocity, and the like." (Fukuyama, 2001, p. 7)

As an essential aspect of community well-being, civic engagement, good governance,
and robust public discourse, social capital lies at the heart of our investigation of
CURRENT:LA. We would argue that social capital theory and social impact assessment
together could support a robust and data-informed response to the perennially
exhausting question of "Why do arts and culture matter?" One answer could very well be
because they enable the real-time creation of social capital (as in CURRENT:LA). And how
would we know and measure what we know? By using well-established social impact
assessment methods to find and tell that crucial story.
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FINDINGS: Real-time Creation of Social Capital
Social capital provides the glue which facilitates co-operation, exchange,
and innovation. (Côté et al. [OECD], 2001, p. 59).
What helps people work together? What constitute the "ties that bind?" Trust,
understanding, goodwill, social bonds. Friends, family, networks, reciprocity. While each
of the other dimensions of success are certainly important and useful, we regard the real
time creation of social capital as both the most compelling and the most inclusive of
CURRENT:LA's high-value, "human environment" impact goals.
While we need to acknowledge that a single transitory exposure to a public art installation
is unlikely to lead to deep or profound social transformation, our findings are still
suggestive of links between attending CURRENT:LA and essential characteristics of
social capital. A more rigorous study design would be needed to determine any degree of
causality, of course, but considering the experimental nature of the project overall, we're
encouraged by what we've found.
•

In our quantitative data – measurements of what visitors believe, of the
importance placed on selected activities, and of how their CURRENT:LA
experience elicited feelings of connectivity – we saw the undeniable presence of
key underlying conditions, the values and beliefs proposed as necessary for the
development of social capital. Visitors to the artworks and public programs
unequivocally asserted their conviction that "projects like CURRENT:LA" can
contribute to civic dialogue, foster connections and relationships, and cultivate
understanding between dissimilar individuals and communities. At the community
level, they want equitable access to arts and culture; on the personal level, they
prize not only their own creativity but also the intellectual challenges and rich
emotional involvement that can accompany artgoing. We also saw self-reports of
feelings or viewpoints associated with CURRENT:LA that reflect key features of the
construct: Connectivity, neighborliness, and social intercourse.

•

All of which were echoed and substantiated by themes threaded throughout the
narrative data. Citywide connectivity, valuing of cultural activities, neighborhood
attachment, belongingness and identity, and social intercourse and new
relationships – all were directly or indirectly referenced in visitors' comments and
responses.

We don't know if these measured outcomes were created by CURRENT:LA. Or, if they
were, what features of the experience were most critical to their emergence. Was it the
artwork itself, the information panels, the beauty of the setting, the friends who came
along, the adventure of being somewhere new, the what? We also don't know what
happened after CURRENT:LA – if the positive feelings, affirmations of value, and
awakened desire for connectivity ever came to anything.
Keeping in mind both the limitations we've noted and those we have not, we would assert
that CURRENT:LA was effective in supporting the real-time creation of social capital.
Effective in generating the opportunities and circumstances that make possible the
journey from awareness and attention to participation, connections, and new
relationships. In some instances, visitors could and did go even further, responding to
and getting involved in artmaking and environmental projects, family events, panel
discussions, and other group activities.
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And it might surprise those who think Los Angeles has "no there there" to learn that
CURRENT:LA also appears to have prompted a joyous and proud sense of belonging as
citizens and Angeleños. That finding alone speaks to the potential for public art to
address aesthetic goals while "transcending conventional social barriers" (Putnam, 2000,
p. 411) – making possible the interdependent relationships and honest conversations
necessary to the healthy functioning of civil societies.

FINDINGS: Issue Awareness
Did CURRENT:LA visitors take away water-related new knowledge and awareness from
their experiences? Yes, with caveats. The highest ratings and most positive comments
were gathered at sites and programs having strong links to the initiative's particular
themes and topics. For example,
•

Film screenings and lectures at Sunnynook Park

•

Panel discussions and nursery activities at The HUB

•

Native plant propagation and wildcraft activities at Sepulveda Basin

•

UnderLA projections at 1st Street Bridge and Origin of the LA River

•

Pop-Up Water Bar at Cheviot Hills Recreation Center

Sites and programs without reasonably explicit connections communicated through the
artwork itself, the didactics, or arts-based instruction (e.g., Devon Tsuno's booklet and
presentation) did not support the project's desire to elevate awareness of water as a
global issue. In the end, if you want people to learn something, you have to teach them. If
CURRENT:LA is to succeed at contributing meaningfully to conversations about pressing
social, environmental, and cultural issues, the artworks and programs will likely need to be
shaped more actively towards that end.

LAST WORDS: Did CURRENT:LA . . . ?
Considering the evidence presented here, along with other interesting if not readily
sorted bits of data (including images, artifacts, fieldnotes, official documents and memos,
etc.), we would assert that much of what CURRENT:LA set out to do was accomplished.
•

We saw clear achievement of attendance and participation goals, as well as of a
variety of important measures of social capital such as perceptions of increased
connectivity and neighborliness.

•

The goals of raising awareness of issues surrounding the theme of water and
increasing knowledge of topics such as LA's water infrastructure were supported
when directly addressed in an event, artwork, or engagement activity. In situations
where learning about a specific theme or topic was an explicit objective.

•

Whether acting as a catalyst, accelerant, stimulant, or contributory factor,
CURRENT:LA had definite and generally positive effects on participants.
Overwhelmingly, people were looking for opportunities to spend time with friends
and family, to enjoy themselves and experience something new. They were not
particularly concerned about having aesthetic, intellectual, or even emotional
encounters – although all of those did occur. And they got what they wanted: Fun,
social adventures that let them explore new and different neighborhoods.
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Stumbles: What Didn't Work?
•

Visitors struggled with (and complained regularly about) wayfinding, directions/
maps, the website, the calendar, and promotional efforts – not being able to find
where they wanted to go or to get information they needed easily and quickly.

•

There were missteps at public activities; e.g., programmers not showing up on
time or not being prepared; rough, confused load-ins that caused visitors to give
up and leave; and not enough volunteers for safe crowd control. In some cases,
artworks and signage were not ready for opening weekend or even later.

•

Communication glitches between CURRENT:LA team members and between the
team and local officials caused at least one significant disruption; at other times,
people weren't where they were supposed to be or doing what they were
supposed to be doing.

•

Very often, community members spontaneously expressed surprised at seeing
something happening in their park that they didn't know about. Many said how
disappointed they were not to know about CURRENT:LA.

•

The interest in creating opportunities for "civic discourse" was not well supported
by the design and implementation of social media components. There was limited
evidence that visitors were responding to or reporting about their experience(s)
online: We too-infrequently saw people sharing ideas or impressions or
responding to others' posts.

Next Time . . .
•

Begin earlier and bring contractors together as soon as possible and more
frequently; establish clear lines of authority, management, and decision-making.

•

We suggest more care in the use of exclusive "arts" language and jargon (including
didactics); specialized wording and vocabulary act as barriers to involvement.

•

Some projects need more monitoring than others, both artworks and public
programs. Not every artist is equal to the task of driving their work without nudging.

•

Proposals submitted for funding can reach beyond the production capacity of the
individual or group seeking support – in several cases, the projects were not
realized to the level described in proposal documents.

•

More and earlier community engagement – don't leave it up to the artists. The
relationship-building required is time-consuming and demanding, and difficult to
succeed at while also attempting to create a significant artwork.

•

As Virtual CURRENT is more fully developed and implemented, playful activities
such as make-your-owns and scavenger hunts could be used as data collection
instruments and even become documentary artifacts. And don't overlook the
usefulness of a good app – as guidebook, pop-up survey, where-to-next map, etc.

•

A dedicated Visitor Response Area (VRA) should be designed as part of the
project's HUB, with several opportunities to record one's impressions and thoughts
(or complaints!), plus training for HUB personnel on oversight and maintenance.

•

Measurement, assessment, documentation, evaluation – all need to be a part of
the website design from the beginning.
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I love the fact that you're not telling us that we have to
think or believe one way or another. – CURRENT:LA Visitor

BACKGROUND
Bloomberg Philanthropies' Public Art Challenge
In 2014, Bloomberg Philanthropies invited mayors
from across the United States to work in collaboration
with artists and arts organizations on the development
of temporary public art projects that would "enhance
the quality of life in cities." Submissions were judged
not only on their artistic excellence, but also on how
well they incorporated public-private partnerships,
included broadly varied approaches to visitor
engagement, and integrated strong monitoring and
evaluation strategies.
Under the leadership of general manager Danielle Brazell, the City of
Los Angeles Department of Cultural Affairs (DCA) submitted a
proposal to establish Los Angeles' first Public Art Biennial –
CURRENT:LA. The plan was to use a Public Art Challenge grant to
seed what was envisioned as a long-running initiative that would
draw deeply on the extraordinary creative community that makes its
home in Los Angeles. Matching funds were to come from the DCA's
Arts Development Fee and Public Works Improvement Arts Program.
Considering the extended drought that had gripped much of the
state since 2009, CURRENT:LA's inaugural outing would be built
around the theme of water – its conservation, infrastructure, ecology,
and historical impact on the development of southern California.
Out of an initial pool of 237, DCA's proposal was one of four selected
in June 2015 to receive a grant. Joining Los Angeles were Gary,
Indiana; Spartanburg, South Carolina; and, in a joint project, AlbanySchenectady-Troy, New York. The four projects were as diverse as
the host cities: A "social kitchen" destination with training, business
incubator, gallery, and café; a multi-site light and digital media
installation; and a walkable, nightly illumination of vacant homes in
"once-vibrant neighborhoods."
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CURRENT:LA Water Public Art Biennial
Like its sister sites, CURRENT:LA Water was imagined to reflect and reside within the
unique neighborhoods and communities that comprise the City of Los Angeles. Its
ambitious scope reached well beyond the DCA's typical public art project. At final count,
the project encompassed:
•

15 site-specific/responsive artworks developed by 13 artists or artist teams, plus
The HUB, a visitor center and meeting place;

•

86 artist-led/produced events (screenings, talks, rehearsals, performances, etc.);

•

74 CURRENT:LA Public Programs;

•

61 conCURRENT listings (water-oriented activities offered by LA-based
organizations during the biennial month);

•

Multiple public partners, including:
o US Army Corps of Engineers
o LA County Flood Control District
o City of Los Angeles Engineering Department
o City of Los Angeles Department of Recreation and Parks
o Los Angeles Department of Transportation
o Los Angeles Department of Water and Power
o LARiverWorks, Office of Mayor Eric Garcetti
o LA River Cooperation Committee
o Los Angeles City Council
o California State Parks; and

•

11 partnering organizations and vendors (production and site management, graphic
design, media partners, etc.).

Even the initiative's footprint was LA-sized, extending 58 miles from north (Bee Canyon
Park) to south (Point Fermin Park) and 29 miles from the furthest site in the west (Origin of
the LA River) to the Historic 1st Street Bridge in the east.

Monitoring and Evaluation
Following a competitive proposal process, the DCA selected a coalition of Kamella Tate
Associates, LLC, and USC's Rossier School of Education to conduct a "social impact
evaluation" of CURRENT:LA. As Co-Principal Investigators (Kamella Tate, MFA, EdD, and
Kenneth Yates, EdD), we created a workplan along the lines of a field-based study of
promising practices, embracing the emergent nature of the project and ensuring the
inclusion of as many stakeholders as were interested in contributing.
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The Research Lab

Recognizing that the prospect of being tested, of having outsiders determine
the merit, worth, or significance of one's work can feel quite threatening, we
called our M&E project the CURRENT:LA Research Lab (RL). In doing so, we
hoped not only to gesture towards the exploratory purposes of our
investigations but also to foster an attitude of discovery rather than of
judgment. The name suggested to us a participatory process based on
continuous inquiry, which is how we prefer to work.
Although we didn't join the CURRENT:LA team until late February, 2016 – a
scant five months before the biennial launched – there were still a significant
number of to-be-determined policy- and practice-relevant goals and strategies
being hashed out by artists, curators, producers, and managers. This fluidity
was a constant throughout the project, from pre-production planning through
the task of determining which findings should be prioritized. Working in what
we call an ill-defined problem space required more "listening in" than might be
expected in such a complex undertaking – waiting and observing, contributing
when appropriate, supporting logistics with research and data, and revising our
plans to support not only our evaluative mission but the needs of the rest of the
team.
With experience in both academic (theoretical and experimental) and
professional contexts, we set about to create a "blendship" of scholarship and
practice that drew on the rigor of the former and the reality of the latter. In the
context of the proposed project, we saw an opportunity to develop practical
methodologies to identify, measure, and interpret indicators – established
through both literature reviews and stakeholder consultation – of constructs
such as social capital, valuing, and neighborliness.
Typically, we approach our evaluation projects with four purposes in mind –
fine-tuned here to incorporate characteristics and questions particular to
CURRENT:LA.
•

Documentation: The story of CURRENT:LA Water
o What’s happening? What’s going on, how much, what kinds?

•

Effectiveness: Outputs, outcomes, strategies, activities.
o What’s working? What’s not working? Why/why not?

•

Learning, planning, and improvement: Quality and performance
management.
o "Proof of concept" and promising practices
o Research-based recommendations for future biennials

•

Reporting and advocacy: Find the case. Make the case.
o Demonstrating merit, worth, and significance
o Dissemination and replication

In upcoming sections, we discuss how these purposes were fulfilled – or not –
in our plans, instruments, and fieldwork. They are somewhat hierarchical, in that
1) documentation is the foundational activity, out of which the other three
purposes develop and evolve, and 2) we don't engage in evaluative research
solely as an advocacy strategy. Persuasive advocacy is merely one artifact of a
meaningful evaluation process!
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Frameworks

Revised several times over the course of our consultancy, our six-stage
evaluation workplan incorporated formative (iterative and emergent measures of
participant responses, progress toward goals, and interim accomplishments) and
summative assessments (culminating outcome and output measures of merit,
worth, and significance) of relevance, effectiveness, efficiency, and results of
activities.
By situating CURRENT:LA within a larger body of writings on social impact
research and evaluation, we were looking to prototype effect pathways. Could
we demonstrate potentially causal links between proximal outcomes
(measured/observed effects) and broader, long-term outcome goals – links we
would not be able to establish empirically but that might be modeled
depending on the evidence we collected?
While evaluations draw on scientific methods, we were not tasked with running
a basic or even applied new knowledge research study. Our charge was to
assess various qualities and characteristics of a defined program, in a local
context, with utility and improvement prioritized over knowledge generation.
As such, our review of the literature started with collecting and analyzing
definitions of key constructs and continued during the production process and
right through data analyses and reporting. When ideas bubbled up, or
observations sparked questions, or members of the team needed information,
we sought out and added new items to our Resource Bank of scholarship,
datasets, evaluations, white papers, technical reports, artist statements, and
other publications (both conventional and unconventional).
Given that we were looking for approaches and tools that might help us
investigate the "dimensions of success and priority questions" associated with
CURRENT:LA (discussed more fully in the next section), we cast our net widely
and opportunistically. Among the key words and phrases that fed our search
were included:
•

Affective domain

•

Informal learning

•

Attendance

•

Peak water

•

Audience engagement/participation

•

Public art

•

Civic participation/discourse

•

Quality of experience

•

Civil society

•

Social capital

•

Creative placemaking

•

Social change

•

Culture/arts-led regeneration

•

Social impact

•

Cultural/creative industries

•

Social inclusion

•

Cultural tourism

•

Social networks

•

Cultural value

•

Urban development

•

Drought

•

Urban identity

•

Economic impact and the arts

•

Urban regeneration

•

Experience economy

•

Visitor experience
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We collected and reviewed more than 300 items, some seminal (i.e., Hanifan's 1916
coining of "social capital," Stern and Seifert's body of writing on all things arts and social
impact, and Robert Putnam's defining investigations of social capital), others new yet
powerfully incisive (i.e., the set of reports issued by the U.K.'s Cultural Value Project and
Grodach's work on artistic clusters).
Despite the high quality of much what we reviewed, we found little consensus on the role
of public art in the achievement of "big picture" social goals such as connectivity, urban
regeneration, or improvement of civic functioning. Likewise on the processes and
mechanisms by which the arts and culture might be catalyzing or contributing to such
things. There was also, as there is throughout the cultural sector, much disagreement over
the importance of evaluating public art and discomfort with what might be done with
evaluation findings. Finally, the lack of commonly recognized indicators of success
beyond attendance and economic impact – both of which are remarkably difficult to
measure! – was not only notable but was itself a key topic in many reports.
In lieu of preparing a retrospective literature review – many excellent scholarly reviews are
already available for researchers and practitioners – we've highlighted below several
articles, papers, presentations, etc. that were useful as we developed instruments or
investigated potential impact pathways. The reader should keep in mind, though, that
nothing was measured or conceptualized in isolation. Multiple studies informed more
than one question, resulting in a kind of theoretical gestalt that makes pulling a single
thread for closer inspection difficult.
•

Social impact and social capital
o We found the research and modeling done by the OECD on defining and
measuring social capital – including the Social Capital Question Databank – to
be quite helpful and practical (Scrivens & Smith, 2013).
o For social impact definitions, values, and principles, codifying done by the
Interorganizational Committee on Guidelines and Principles for Social Impact
Assessment (ICGPSIA, 2003) offered benchmarks for assessing the
development of positive behaviors, relationships, and attitudes.
o Putnam (1993, 1995, 2000, 2001, 2003), Coleman (1988), and Bourdieu (1977) also
figured into our investigation of social capital – most particularly Putnam's work
on community networks and norms.

•

Attendance
o Measuring attendance at large, fluid events is both difficult and controversial.
Strategies suggested by Biaett and Hultsman (2015) helped us develop a multistage prototype for calculating visitor counts in a range of settings and events.

•

Developing an "arts identity"
o The cultural sector needs patrons and audiences to think of themselves as "arts
people." People who attend regularly, spread the word about what they've seen,
advocate for the arts in their communities and schools, and (when they can) put
the arts on their donation lists. The pioneering research and theoretical work
done by Krathwohl, Bloom, and Masia (1964) on the affective domain gave us a
map to think about how people develop these kinds of intrinsic value systems.
(Positive affect is associated with increases in value for an experience or type of
experiences. Simply put, we appreciate things we enjoy more than those we do
not enjoy, and then we want to do them again. And again!)
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•

Determining interest and motivating participation
o Why people include something like CURRENT:LA on their "things to do" list is a
complex interweaving of values, beliefs, and expectations, along with other
factors such as accessibility, knowledge, and personal resources. We drew on
the highly influential research done by Kevin McCarthy at RAND (2004) and
Alan Brown and his team at WolfBrown (2006, 2007) to build visitor questions
that would get at some of the reasons people attended and to find out if their
expectations were met.

•

Public art evaluation
o Very little formal evaluation of public art has been conducted, and practitioners
have typically shied away from even relatively simple and non-intrusive forms
of measurement. IXIA (http://ixia-info.com/, a public art "think tank" in
Birmingham, England) is often cited as one of the leaders in "providing
guidance on the role of art in the public realm." Their Research on Public Art:
Assessing Impact and Quality (Thompson, Patrizio, & Montarzino, 2005) and
Public Art: A Guide to Evaluation (IXIA, 2014) are comprehensive, perhaps too
much so – in our view, their matrix lacks the discrimination that practitioners
need in the field. We found both Landi's (2014) and Selwood's (1995) research
on the benefits of public art valuable, along with Newbery et al.'s (1999)
comparative study of three site-specific projects created by internationally
renowned artists. Froggett et al. (2014) offered an exceptional look at two public
artworks (one durational, one permanent) that "arrived" in Ilfracombe in 2012 – a
study done as part of the U.K.'s superb Cultural Value Project. Lastly, Annabel
Jackson Associates (2007) prepared an excellent literature review of public art
evaluation methods for Yorkshire Culture, a report complemented by Strange
and Usher's (2011) informal paper on frameworks and logic models.

•

The Cultural Value Project
o Finally, we want to draw attention to the U.K.'s Cultural Value Project, a twoyear, Arts and Humanities Research Council-funded program of scholarly and
practice-based research of arts and culture across the U.K. Seventy highly
varied studies, along with websites, blogs, social media feeds, and datasets
make up the project's library, which can be found here:
http://www.ahrc.ac.uk/research/fundedthemesandprogrammes/culturalvaluepr
oject/.
In launching this two-year Cultural Value Project, the AHRC seeks to make a
major contribution to how we think about the value of arts and culture to
individuals and to society. The Project will establish a framework that will
advance the ways in which we define and think about the value of cultural
engagement as well as the methods by which we evaluate it. The
framework will, on the one hand, be an examination of the cultural
experience itself, its impact on individuals and its benefit to society; and, on
the other, articulate a set of evaluative approaches and methodologies
appropriate to the different ways in which cultural value is manifested. This
means that qualitative methodologies and case studies will sit alongside
quantitative approaches. (Arts & Humanities Research Council, 2012)
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DIMENSIONS OF SUCCESS
& PRIORITY QUESTIONS
17

A

s opposed to basic and applied new knowledge research,
evaluations are meant to ask and answer practical questions
of local importance in real-life contexts. These questions in
turn are used to establish what kinds of and how much data
are needed (feasibility being paramount), and from whom,
where, how, and when those data will be collected. "Good"
evaluation questions are reasonable, appropriate, and
answerable (Rossi, Lipsey, & Freeman, 2004), and can be
fashioned to address an almost unlimited list of topics and
issues – things such as processes, policies, implementation,
cost-effectiveness, context, efficiency, work products, or
improvement, to name just a few.
In this section, we first consider the outcome and output goals (what we call
dimensions of success) embedded in the original design of CURRENT:LA
Water – anticipatory statements that offer a variety of answers to "What does
success look like"? Then, setting these as the foundation stones of our
workplan and keeping in mind the intended users of the findings, we introduce
a set of priority questions that guided both the implementation and
management of our evaluation activities.

An Inquiry Process
Evaluations are systematic investigations that involve analyzing and synthesizing data and
then using that information – the findings – to make inferences about
•

the merit – intrinsic quality, performance, or excellence;

•

the worth – "the value of an object in relationship to needs or identified purposes"
[Yarbrough, Shulha, Hopson, & Caruthers, 2011, p. 293]);

•

and/or the significance – "potential influence, importance, and visibility"
(Stufflebeam & Coryn, p. 13)

of a project, program, or organization (Scriven, 1998). Patton (1997) suggested further that,
beyond rendering summative judgments, evaluation findings can be used for two other
formative purposes: To improve programs (or whatever is being evaluated), and to
generate knowledge.
Evaluations succeed – or fail – based on the overarching questions that define the shape
of an investigation. What aspects of a project, initiative, agency, or creative endeavor will
be examined? Questions drive the design of monitoring and evaluation strategies,
including those for data collection and analyses, and allow us not only to better
understand and report on effectiveness, but also to improve our processes, practices, and
work products. The questions themselves are derived from and consistent with what the
ultimate users of the findings want to know; with the opportunities and constraints that
characterize the "thing" being evaluated; and with the availability of resources (people,
money, skills, time, materials, technology, etc.).
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What Would Success Look Like for CURRENT:LA?
Referencing the original proposal documents, we began by identifying dimensions of
success for the initiative: Three output goals (a.k.a., "stuff" – artworks created, visits made,
programs produced, etc.) and three outcome goals (a.k.a., "change" – what happened to
and for the people who viewed the art, attended the programs, responded on social
media, etc.). Recognizing the DCA's commitment to building institutional knowledge
about the agency's role as a presenter-producer of social impact public art, we then
named a third dimension – "promising practices." (Table 1). We felt the latter also pointed
toward the framing of CURRENT:LA as a proof of concept.
Table 1. CURRENT:LA Dimensions of Success and Attributes

Desired
Outputs

DIMENSION

ATTRIBUTES

"Maximized
attendance"

•
•

. . . [that is] measured through event participation
. . . [that is] measured through electronic platforms

"Strong digital
presence" (outside of

•

. . . that secures a robust level of local, national and
international participation

•

. . . that manifests dialogue and solutions regarding
water-based issues

"Real-time creation
of social capital"

•
•

. . . [that] enhance[s] Citywide connectivity. . .
[that] foster[s] . . . new and existing relationships that
are networked and encourage collaborative creativity

"Greater
recognition and
value within the
public realm"

•

. . . [by making] visible and accessible the art-making
process and LA's water infrastructure
. . . thereby establish[ing] greater visibility and
credibility for public art programs within the landscape
of competing public policy and funding priorities

study scope)

"Creation of highquality artworks"

Desired
Outcomes

(outside of study scope)

•

•

Promising
Practices

"Elevate awareness
of water as a global
issue"

•
•

"A new paradigm"
•

. . . [as indicated by] changes in public perceptions,
attitudes and behaviors around water infrastructure,
ecology and water conservation
. . . [as indicated by] attitudinal and behavioral changes
related to issues such as water and drought
. . . for public art, locally and for the field-at-large, one
that couples broad collaboration with a government
agency and results in relevant, timely artwork that
increases social capital
. . . [that] create[s] dialogue and help[s] change how we
understand and respond to issues

What are "attributes"? Attributes give substance to the dimensions – those noted here
were excerpted from the original proposal language. They provided us with a sense of
what was intended when a goal or objective was articulated. The dimensions alone could
send us in several different directions; attributes helped narrow the question landscape.
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Taken together, the three dimensions and their attributes formed the platform on which
we assembled our workplan. While the project's emergent design meant that unexpected
events and discoveries – along with difficulties and disappointments – gave rise to new
thinking about what success meant and looked like, the platform's essential components
remained remarkably stable and relevant throughout the process.

Asking and Answering Priority Questions
Whether outputs, outcomes, or practices, each of our dimensions could be turned readily
into one or more working evaluation questions and constructs to investigate.
Summatively, we were interested in whether or not the desired goals were achieved – i.e.,
answering Did it work? questions. Not all of the dimensions fit within the scope of our
assignment: Assessment of social media and digital elements ("Virtual CURRENT:LA") was
deemed a marketing function; similarly, it was agreed that aesthetic and/or curatorial
critiques of the artworks would be better left to qualified professionals. In brief:
•

Did CURRENT:LA . . .
o maximize attendance? (Constructs: Attendance and geography)
o support the real-time creation of social capital? (Constructs: Social impact and
social capital; geography; motivation and interest; experience and engagement)
o stimulate greater recognition and value [of/for arts and culture, water and water
infrastructure, public art, etc.] within the public realm? (Constructs: Motivation
and interest; experience and engagement)
o elevate awareness of water as a global issue? (Construct: Issue awareness)
o model a new paradigm? (Construct: Effectiveness; see our White Paper)
o have a strong digital presence? (outside of study scope)
o result in the creation of high quality artwork? (outside of study scope)

Other questions – both formative and knowledge generating – were descriptive (What
happened and to whom?), correlational/causal (Did it work? Did X cause Y?), and
process/mechanism (Why did X happen? How might X have caused Y?).
•

For example, as ours was a social impact evaluation, much of our attention was
focused on the people who visited the sites and participated in the public
programming. Key questions that drove the development of instruments and
analysis protocols related to visitors included:
o Who visited CURRENT:LA? How many attended and where did they come from?
o Why did they visit, whether in general or a specific site? What might have
determined interest and/or motivated attendance?
o What was the perceived experience of participating in the initiative [intrinsic
impact]? How engaging and worthwhile did they find the experience? What, if
anything, did they learn?

In the next sections, we'll take a closer look at our sources and the settings and sites
where data collection activities took place, mapping them onto the dimensions of
success and defining further the set of priority questions. While in principle the evolution
of goals-to-questions-to-data-to-analyses-to-findings is tidily linear, in the field –
especially in problem spaces without clear solution pathways – it's messy and iterative.
Questions, then, are even more critical for keeping things on track, for allocating
resources, and for deciding what's relevant and what should be discarded.
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SNAPSHOT
First Council District
First District
Councilmember Gil Cedillo
Artist: Mel Chin
Artwork: The TIE that BINDS: the MIRROR of the FUTURE
Site: The Bowtie
Days Active: 18
Attendance: 503
Partners
• California State Parks
• Bowtie Project
• Clockshop
• Village Nursery
Public Programs
• Clockshop – FUENTES/sonic scapes
• KCHUNG – KPARK
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SOURCES & SETTINGS
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H

ow do we tell the story of CURRENT:LA Water in a way
that pays tribute to the initiative's complexity while
remaining manageable and intelligible? Complexity –
several degrees away from merely complicated – implies
levels of emergence, unpredictability, and adaptivity not
seen in something that simply has many moving parts.
How, then, to identify and draw out the themes and
threads that lead to understanding of what happened
and what worked and why?
In the previous section, we identified three dimensions of success and
associated those with a set of priority questions that could be answered
empirically, in the field, using acceptably rigorous methods and
instruments. Here, we take a complementary look at our questions
through the two lenses of sources (Who) and settings (Where).

Who and Where
Given the evaluative challenges posed by the initiative's many moving
parts – from artworks, artists, and programs to geography, politics, and
aspirations – we shaped our workplan to emphasize high-priority,
information-rich cases. While not leaving out any site, we committed
our measurement resources proportionately based on three factors:
•

intentionality (did the work or program address established
outcome goals?);

•

purposefulness (did the work exemplify processes and
aspirations reflective of "social practice public art?); and

•

accessibility (could we collect enough data to be able to say
anything useful or interesting about our evaluation questions?)

Information-rich cases are
those from which one can learn
a great deal about issues of
central importance to the
purpose of the research, thus
the term purposeful sampling.
(Patton, 1990, p. 169)
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We were also interested in what types of data we could collect and what instruments
could be deployed. Paper surveys need places for people to write on. Gate counts need
gates that people pass through to get to an event. Vox pops need some kind of a "visitor
response area" (Adams and Stein, 2004) suitable for brief conversations. Relatedly, the
number of public programs at a site influenced visitor flows and created more or less
potential for fruitful interactions and meaningful responses – in other words, the range
and mix of data sources available within defined settings.

Sources: From Individual Perspectives
Not only do questions determine the most suitable options for methods and measures,
but they also point towards the most appropriate sources for the data that will help us
answer those questions: The subjects of or – as we prefer – participants in an evaluation.
Who has the information we need? Clearly people do, but which people? Everyone in Los
Angeles? People living within a two-mile radius of a CURRENT:LA site? All the people
who work for the Department of Cultural Affairs? How about people who didn't visit
CURRENT:LA? Who has the best data?
Given our platform and question set, there were three groups that would know the most
about what we were investigating: the Visitors, the Creative Team, and the Stakeholders.
Each offered a unique perspective on the project's impacts, processes, strategies,
outcomes, and potential for longer-term ripple effects.
•

Visitors could tell us about . . .
o What was the nature of the CURRENT:LA experience? (value, learning,
awareness, enjoyment)

•

Creative Team could tell us about . . .
o What were noteworthy successes and failures? Was CURRENT:LA an
opportunity for creative development? (merit, process, achievement)

•

Stakeholders could tell us about . . .
o Did CURRENT:LA contribute to urban identity and/or regeneration? (worth,
progress, significance)

Settings: Within Community Contexts
On the whole, sources – whether identified as participants, subjects, visitors, audiences,
stakeholders, patrons, sponsors, or others – come from settings, from neighborhoods and
communities. Settings that typically have geographical boundaries, distinctive cultures
and histories, and conceptual identities. Considering the project's aim of establishing a
new paradigm for social practice public art, settings became even more important as
places where people gather, share experiences, trade viewpoints, and gain understanding
of their fellow citizens. For CURRENT:LA, two settings presented themselves as useful
contexts for making meaning and answering questions – namely:
•

Neighborhoods and Communities
o Did CURRENT:LA cultivate local participation? Increase awareness of pressing issues?

•

The City of Los Angeles
o Did CURRENT:LA stimulate civic discourse, social engagement, and citywide
connectivity?
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Nested Sources and Settings
Sources and settings aren't isolated notions; rather, the former nests within the latter,
shaping and being shaped by a myriad of public and private forces (Figure 1). Furthermore, the voices and perspectives of individuals – of CURRENT:LA's visitors, team, and
stakeholders – were nested within both material and intangible community contexts that
had to be kept constantly in sight and mind during the course of our evaluation (Figure 2).

CURRENT
Visitors

CURRENT
Team

CURRENT
Stakeholders

THE CITY
Neighborhoods & Communities

Figure 2. Looking for Answers
From and Within:
Perspectives and Contexts

While both illustrations embrace the
broadest possible modeling of
sources and settings and the
relationship between the two –
realistically beyond the scope of
this evaluation to mine fully – by
casting the net widely we
hoped to lay the foundations
for future biennials.
Foundations that remind
planners and researchers to
always keep people at the
center of public art projects,
as opposed to political,
economic, personal, or other
agendas. People who make
art, who experience art, and
who support and sponsor art.
Figure 1. A Nested Model:
Sources and Settings

FROM
Individual
perspectives

WITHIN
Community
contexts
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SNAPSHOTS
Second Council District
Second District
Councilmember Paul Krekorian
Artist: Kori Newkirk
Artwork: Prime
Site: South Weddington Park
Days Active: 30
Attendance: 441
Public Programs
• KCHUNG – KPARK

Third District
Councilmember Bob Blumenfield

Artists: Refik Anadol & Peggy Weil

Third
Council
District

Artwork: UnderLA: Origin of the LA River
Site: Origin of the LA River, Owensmouth Ave.
Days Active: 2
Attendance: 303
Public Programs
• KCHUNG – KPARK
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INSTRUMENTS
& PROCEDURES
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W

ith questions formed, sources identified, and
settings framed, we next developed a variety of
data collection tools and protocols (aka
instruments or measures) – both tried-and-true
and prototypes, as befitted a "proof of concept"
endeavor such as CURRENT:LA.
Unlike in scholarly research, where a gap in the literature or
academic interest determine the selection and/or design of
instruments, the ones we use in evaluation research are
determined by our need to answer questions of practice
(constrained, of course, by the availability of resources).

How Much and What Kind?
As discussed above, our priority questions were both quantitative – how much? – and
qualitative – what kind? In this section, we describe the instruments and processes we
developed and managed, some that were quite successful and others less so. We not
only want to record what we did and why we did it, but also to point out why and where
specific approaches worked and didn't work.
Guided by our evaluation questions, we designed a suite of mixed-methods tools and
approaches to measure both outputs (attendance, services, artworks, programs, project
management) and outcomes (social capital, cultural value, awareness), while capturing
evidence of promising practices and demonstrating the viability and replicability of the
CURRENT:LA model.
Here, we offer a quick glance at our measures, along with the types of data we collected
with each (intentionally and serendipitously). In the subsections that follow, we describe
the instruments and implementation protocols in more detail.
•

Fieldwork: Real-time monitoring and opportunities for observation and interaction
with visitors
o Site Coordinators: Online Field Reports and ZIP Code tables
 Public access attendance
 Event attendance
 ZIP Codes
 Participant observations
 Site management records
o Research Lab: Observation Guide, Question Set (vox pops), and ZIP Code tables
 Public access attendance
 ZIP Codes
 Participant observations
 Vox pops: "Voice of the people"
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•

CURRENTConnections: Online Visitor Questionnaire
o Attendance and Geography
o Motivation and Interest
o Experience and Engagement
o Social Capital
o Issue Awareness
o Tell us more . . .

•

Quick Takes: Paper questionnaires administered at selected events
o ZIP Codes
o Ratings on scaled items
 What do you believe?
 What's important to you?

•

Doodles: Quarter-page visitor response form, displayed at The HUB
o ZIP Codes
o Images, descriptive texts, questions, etc.

•

CURRENTConvenings: Group workshops
o Transcriptions of audio recordings
o Research Lab notes
o Participant worksheets and response forms

•

CURRENTConversations: Individual interviews
o Transcriptions of audio recordings
o Research Lab notes

Fieldwork
Both formal and informal data collection and reporting took place at all 16 project sites.
From recording on-the-ground observations to monitoring the condition of artworks;
from ensuring compliance with City regulations to solving public safety issues, fieldwork
activities conducted by both Site Coordinators (SC) and the Research Lab helped us build
a substantial collection of experiential and output data.
Site Coordinators: Online Field Reports and ZIP Code Tables
In collaboration with DCA staff and Dyson & Womack (D&W), the production
management team for CURRENT:LA, we developed a comprehensive "Field Report" for
use by the SCs. Most of the items were meant for monitoring and troubleshooting
operational issues: Safety, artwork maintenance, event and volunteer management, and
the like. While these data will have value for future planning, they were of less interest to
us than the items we created to record attendance (public access and events) and to
collect SCs' observations and stories.
Instrument and Procedure: Field Reports. A 41-item mixed-methods form available both
online (Lime Survey, https://www.limesurvey.org/) and in paper form. We provided the
latter so that SCs could jot comments "on the fly," without having to log onto the platform
multiple times during a site visit.
•

Operations and Observations
o Production Management Checklist
 Binary (27 items): YES/NO with comment box; NA if Checklist item was not
applicable to the site or event
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o

o
•

What else happened today?
 Short-answer text (2 items)
 Problems and issues
 Other observations and stories
Help!
 Multiple choice: Seven answer options with comment boxes

Attendance
o Counting and/or Estimating
 Short-answer text: Describe the process
 How many people visited your site? (number)
o Security Visit
 Short-answer text: Describe the process
 How many people visited your site? (number)

SCs were provided with clipboards and start-up paper reporting forms at orientations.
When they arrived at their sites, they were instructed to report damage, graffiti, or safety
hazards immediately to D&W and DCA; record maintenance and activity data throughout
the day; make note of personal observations and attendance counts; and complete and
submit the online version of the form as soon as possible after their shift. Every morning
and at intervals throughout the day, the Research Lab Director downloaded, scrubbed,
and sent Excel-formatted SC data to D&W and DCA via email – drawing attention to
problems or questions that appeared particularly urgent.
•

The SCs were consistently diligent and thorough in their reporting. Many were
artists and/or curators themselves, and their observations were generally rich with
detail and personal commentary.

Instrument and Procedure: ZIP Code Tables. We provided SCs with a five-column paper
form (date, ZIP, # Total, # Adults, and Notes) for collecting ZIPs. Some SCs were not
comfortable requesting these or any other data from visitors – in those cases, we
encouraged them simply to ask "where are you from?" and to record the response. We
then converted city/state/country notes to ZIPs or postal codes. (ZIP tables were also
used by the Research Lab, as noted below.)
Research Lab: Observation Guide, Question Set (vox pops), and ZIP Code Tables
The Research Lab conducted 57 site visits, varying in length from one hour to full-day
attendance at performances and other events. Some visits were drop-ins to observe how
visitors were using a site and interacting with the artwork and/or SC, while others involved
participating in public programming, recording vox pops, administering surveys, etc.
Instruments and Procedures. For our RL site visits we developed a semi-structured
Observation Guide and a set of conversational questions for vox pops. We also used the
ZIP Code tables described above for household ZIP and attendance data collection.
•

Observation Guide
o Large free text: WHERE/WHO/WHAT/WHY/HOW?
 Physical environment (space, colors, sounds, temperature, objects, etc.)
 Social environment (interactivity, receptivity, connectedness, interest,
openness, ambiance, mood, etc.)
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•

Formal/purposeful visitor/participant responses (questions, comments,
movement towards/away from the artwork, quality of attention, willingness
to receive or respond, indicators of valuing and interest, etc.)
Informal/unintentional visitor/participant responses (casual exchanges,
comings and goings, movement in/movement out of "exhibit space,"
transitions to/from viewing or participating, etc.)
Other
 Overheard comments
 How do people interact with or physically relate (position) to the artwork?
 Intentional or happenstance?
 How much time do people spend viewing the signage and/or artwork?

Vox Pops Question Set
o Conversational short interview questions
 What was your first thought when you saw the artwork/performance/
setting/etc.?
 What were you feeling while you were participating/watching/etc.?
 After having visited, do you have a greater sense of connection to this park
or neighborhood? [If yes, prompt for explanation/description]
 What did you learn from your visit here today/tonight?
 If you share anything about your CURRENT:LA experience on social media
or with friends/family, what do you think that will be?

We conducted both observations and collection of vox pops as per standard practices,
including introducing ourselves and (if appropriate) describing our purposes and how we
would be using the data. Field memos and recordings were transcribed and photos
labeled and logged within 48 hours of collection.

CURRENTConnections
CURRENTConnections was an online visitor questionnaire designed to measure a variety
of outputs and outcomes – attendance and geography, motivation and interest,
experience, social capital, and issue awareness.
Instrument. Connections had 24 items – 21 related to our constructs of interest; two to
sign up for the incentive; and one to indicate interest in joining a CURRENTConvening.
•

Attendance and Geography
o Multiple choice and short-answer text (4 items)
 Household ZIP Code
 Site visited and date of visit
 Number of children and youth (0-17) and number of adults

•

Motivation and Interest: Social, intellectual, and emotional presses; perception of
convenience (cost expectancy); uniqueness of the experience
o Multiple choice (1 item): Why did you decide to visit this site in particular?

•

Experience and Engagement: "What happened" – the CURRENT:LA experience
expressed as pre/post-visit behavior (actual and anticipatory); as engagement,
enjoyment, intellectual and emotional stimulation; worthwhileness
o Scaled (6 items): How true for you . . .; 4-point scale, Not true for me => True for
me, No opinion/not sure
o Scaled (4 items): How often have you . . .; 3-point scale, Not at all => Several times
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•

Social Capital: Connectedness, social intercourse, neighborliness
o Scaled (3 items): How true for you . . .; 4-point scale, Not true for me => True for
me, No opinion/not sure

•

Issue Awareness: New understanding of issues, including water use and
infrastructure
o Scaled (3 items): How true for you . . .; 4-point scale, Not true for me => True for
me, No opinion/not sure

•

Tell Us More
o Long free text (1 item)

Procedure. There were several ways a visitor could access the instrument. By far the most
effective (at least 93 percent of responses) was a series of daily Tweets produced by the
Research Lab. In the last week of the run, a click-through button was added to the
CURRENT:LA website; this had limited exposure, though, and only six responses can be
directly traced to that option.
The Research Lab also distributed business cards (below) and set up a visitor response
corner at the HUB. The latter included a banner with a bit.ly link (text) and a QR code. A
drawing for a "Bag of Swag" was offered as an incentive; however, to be entered
respondents had to leave their email address and only 21 did so (14.3 percent).
CURRENT:LA Research Lab
business card

At the HUB: CURRENT:LA Research Lab banner with
QR code link to CURRENTConnections

Quick Takes
Quick Takes were short, mixed-methods paper questionnaires administered at selected
events. We designed two for CURRENT:LA: What do you believe? and What's important
to you? With the former, we hoped to unearth underlying values and beliefs about public
art projects that could support 1) the development of social capital and 2) increased
awareness of "critical concerns" and "causes." The latter was a pilot instrument that
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measured how much importance respondents assigned to arts, cultural, and social
activities, along with miscellaneous descriptive data.
Instrument: Believe
• Scaled (8 items): How strongly do you believe . . .; 4-point scale, I don't believe that
=> I believe that, No opinion
• Short-answer text (1 item): Household ZIP Code
Instrument: Important
• Scaled (7 items): How important to you is . . .; 4-point scale, Not very important =>

Very important
•

Multiple choice (2 items): I traveled to CURRENT:LA today by . . . and I learned

about CURRENT:LA . . .
•

Binary (2 items): YES/NO

Procedure. Paper surveys are a challenge to administer in the field. There are rarely
surfaces to write on, clipboards are awkward, pencils and pens disappear, people do not
want to be stopped in the middle of an activity (especially ones as social as
CURRENT:LA's), etc. We focused our efforts on events and settings where visitors were
sitting down (lectures, artist talks, performances, screenings, etc.) and where we wouldn't
be intruding on the experience of the artwork. Just before or after an event, we
introduced the RL and our purposes, asked for people's participation, and passed out the
forms along with golf pencils, Doodles, and RL business cards.

Doodles
Doodles offered visitors a simple and playful way to "have their say," to tell a story about
what they'd experienced, and discovered. Completed Doodles were magnet-tacked on
the walls of the HUB for the run of the project.
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CURRENTConvenings and CURRENTConversations
A hybrid focus group/workshop, CURRENTConvenings were held with key members of
the production team: SCs and the DCA staff who managed the overall initiative. We
conducted two sessions, the first in late August for SCs (four hours), the second in midNovember for the DCA (six hours).
Instruments and Processes. Both sessions began with a Visual Re-Collect, a process
developed by RL Director Kamella Tate to bring participants back into the lived
experience of an event, encounter, or period of time. Images, video, and/or a soundscape
are used to stimulate emotional and cognitive recollections which are then investigated
through question prompts and group conversations.
For CURRENTConvenings, we began by having participants view a looping slideshow of
65 images from the project. We then asked them to reflect, discuss, and report out using
these "think-pair-share" prompts.
•
•
•
•
•

The images made me think about . . . (SCs and DCA)
The images made me feel . . . (SCs only)
I will miss . . . (SCs and DCA)
I will not miss . . . (SCs only)
I wonder what would have happened if we had . . . (SCs and DCA)

The first Convening, attended by 10 SCs and held at DCA headquarters in downtown Los
Angeles, closed with an hour-long Q&A between two DCA staff and the SCs. We also
conducted half-hour phone interviews – CURRENTConversations – with individuals who
couldn't make it to the Convening. The entire session was audio recorded and a verbatim
transcript prepared by a commercial vendor; participant worksheets, researcher memos,
and interview recordings were transcribed by a RL associate.
Five DCA staff (Danielle Brazell, Felicia Filer, Becky Snodgrass, Paul Pescador, and Will
Caperton y Montoya) attended the second Convening at the University of Southern
California, Rossier School of Education. Designed to stimulate not only reflection and
self-assessment but also to support strategic planning and capacity building, the session
combined a shorter Visual Re-Collect with three additional group activities.
•

Participatory Impact Mapping
o Slidepack: Group review of the project's dimensions of success and their
attributes as submitted in the DCA's original proposal documents
o Worksheets: Individual assessment of goal achievement and indicators
o Group discussion

•

Data Placemats
o Slidepack and Placemats: Presentation by RL team of preliminary data analyses
for selected dimensions
 Maximized attendance and geography
 Social capital and citywide connectivity
 Awareness of issues
o Worksheets: Individual reflection
o Group discussion

•

Your Story: Significant Changes and New Understanding
o Worksheets: Individual reflection
o Group discussion
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SNAPSHOTS
Fourth Council District
Fourth District
Councilmember David E. Ryu
Artist: Kerry Tribe
Artwork: Exquisite Corpse
Site: Sunnynook River Park
Days Active: 30
Attendance: 1,431
Public Programs
• Ecotone Studios
• Theodore Payne Foundation for
Wild Flowers and Native Plants
• KCHUNG - KPARK

Fourth District
Councilmember David E. Ryu
Site: The HUB @ Griffith Park
Days Active: 30
Attendance: 1,032
Public Programs
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fallen Fruit
Water As . . . Discussion Series
Echo Park Film Center Co-Op
The Growing Club
UGLAR Works
Hahamongna Nursery
Native Current Multimedia Workshops
KCHUNG – KPARK
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DATA CORPUS
36

T

he suite of tools detailed in the previous section (Instruments &
Procedures) was designed to reflect the overarching
investigational spirit of CURRENT:LA. Not only did we seek out
and embrace constructs and strategies commonly found in the
literature on arts, culture, and creativity, but we also sought to
devise (or at least adapt) promising approaches that fit the
initiative's purpose as a proof of concept.

The measures we developed and deployed resulted in a highly
varied data corpus. Ratings, narratives, photos, recordings,
transcriptions, documents, maps, drawings, worksheets,
spreadsheets – all worked not only to provide answers to our
evaluation questions but also to point the way towards
unexpected connections, new understanding, and surprising
discoveries.
Complementing our discussion of instruments and procedures,
in this section we present our data corpus – our body of data – as
a matrix of instruments, methods, types, and dimensions
of success (Table 2).
Echo Park: Teresa Margolles

15,079

Point Fermin Park: Michael Parker

6,943

Sepulveda Basin: Rirkrit Tiravanija

2,523

Sunnynook River Park: Kerry Tribe

1,431

The HUB @ Griffith Park

1,032

Norman O. Houston Park: Chris Kallmyer

984

Del Rey Lagoon: Gala Porras-Kim

785

South LA Wetlands Park: Callaghan +…
Cheviot Hills: Edgar Arceneaux
Westside Neighborhood Park: Candice…

771
682
665

1st Street Bridge: Anadol + Wiel

594

The Bowtie: Mel Chin

503

South Weddington Park: Kori Newkirk

441

Origin of LA River: Anadol + Wiel

303

Hansen Dam: Lucky Dragons

288

Bee Canyon Park: Lucky Dragons

219
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Table 2. CURRENT:LA Data Corpus

Instrument or Procedure

Method

Count

Ratings; binary YES/NO;
multiple choice; shortanswer text; ZIP Codes

Attendance
Motivation and interest
Experience and engagement
Social capital (citywide
connectivity)
• Issue awareness
•
•
•
•

CURRENTConnections

Visitor survey

CURRENTConvening

Group interview

2

Transcribed audio
recordings; RL notes;
handouts/worksheets

• Effectiveness (new paradigm)
• Social capital

CURRENTConversation

Interview

2

Transcribed audio
recordings; RL notes

• Effectiveness (new paradigm)
• Social capital

Doodle

Visitor survey

Sketches; short-answer
text; ZIP Codes

• Experience and engagement
• Social capital (citywide
connectivity)

Reviews; pre/post articles;
press releases; radio
spots and interviews;
calendar listings; outdoor
signage; etc.

• Effectiveness (new paradigm)
• High quality artwork (outside
of study scope)

Transcribed RL notes;
photographs; concept
maps

• Attendance and geography
• Experience and engagement
• Effectiveness (new paradigm)

Media coverage

Document
review

Observation Guide

Observation

147

Dimension of Success or
Construct of Interest

Types of Data

47

≈ 120

21
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Instrument or Procedure

Method

Count

Types of Data

Dimension of Success or
Construct of Interest

Quick Take: Believe

Visitor survey

146

Ratings; ZIP Codes

• Social capital (citywide
connectivity)
• Issue awareness

Quick Take: Important

Visitor survey

47

Ratings; binary YES/NO;
multiple choice; ZIP
Codes

• Social capital
• Issue awareness

222

Binary YES/NO; multiple
choice; short-answer text;
attendance counts

• Attendance and geography
• Effectiveness (new paradigm)
• Experience and engagement

Site Coordinator Field
Report

Report

Social media

Data scraping

81

Images; Instagram and
Facebook posts

• Digital presence (outside of
study scope)
• Motivation and interest
• Experience and engagement
• Social capital (citywide
connectivity)
• Issue awareness

Vox pop

Interview

61

Transcribed audio
recordings

• Experience and engagement
• Social capital

ZIP Code Table

Spreadsheet

NA

ZIP Codes (759 cases, 184
unique ZIPS); visitor
counts (total and adults)

• Attendance and geography
• Social capital (citywide
connectivity)
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SNAPSHOT
Fifth Council District
Fifth District
Councilmember Paul Koretz
Artist: Edgar Arceneaux
Artwork: The CENTER of the EARTH
Site: Cheviot Hills Recreation Center
Days Active: 30
Attendance: 682
Public Programs
• Friends of the Los Angeles River – The LA
River: Connecting Water and Art
• Los Angeles Urban Rangers – Pop-Up
Water Bar and Happy Hour
• KCHUNG – KPARK
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FINDINGS
Attendance & Geography
41

W

ith "maximize attendance" set as a priority output
goal – important both to the DCA and Bloomberg
Philanthropies as an indicator of success – project
managers were faced with the knotty problem of
counting visitors at large-scale, non-ticketed,
open-access events.
In this section, we first describe how we
prototyped an approach using hand counts and
calculations based on estimated visitor flows. We
then analyze to what extent the project
"maximized attendance." Finally, we look at
attendance from another perspective: Geography.
Using home ZIP Code data, can we tell where
visitors visited from? Were there site-based
patterns in attendance? Were visitors mainly
"from the neighborhood" or from elsewhere in Los
Angeles? Did CURRENT:LA attract a
geographically representative audience – and if
so or if not, what might we learn about why
people make the effort to go, do, view, and

participate.
(While somewhat outside the scope of the Research Lab's
responsibilities, in the end the challenges of measuring and
reporting attendance required both different skills and more
time than were available to CURRENT:LA's production team.)
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Claims for the numbers in a crowd have been a
part of politics and public relations for a very
long time. There is a large amount of variability
in crowd estimates, for two reasons: it is
difficult to do, and there are strong motivations
for getting it wrong! (Watson & Yip, 2011, p. 204)

How Many?
The difficulty of counting visitors to free programming at open public spaces has been
much discussed in the literature (Biaett & Hultsman, 2015; Davies, Coleman, &
Ramchandani, 2010; Streich et al., 2003; Watson & Yip, 2011). Determining crowd sizes for
CURRENT:LA was no exception: Most sites had no defined entry point or check in area,
and even attendees of scheduled, timed events (some with RSVPs) came and went at will.
Working with the Site Coordinators (SC), we prototyped two approaches to measuring
attendance based on the type of participation scenario, either event or public access.

Scenarios and Protocols
People could participate in CURRENT:LA by attending a scheduled event and/or by
visiting during the hours a site was freely accessible to the public.

Events
Included in our events scenario were public programs and artist-led activities, along with
artworks that had start/end times and an entry or setting that allowed for counting.
•

•

There were six events-only sites, noted in Table 3 below.
o No "non-event" – i.e., public access – counts were done for these sites, as the
artworks were not performed, exhibited, or otherwise "activated" outside of the
scheduled events.
The other 10 sites (including the HUB) had both events and public access hours.

Counting event attendance. SCs were responsible for counting visitors at scheduled,
timed events using manual hand clickers. They could either do it themselves or assign the
task to one or more volunteers (typically stationed where people were arriving). They then
used the online Field Report to report their final count; describe what was done and who
did it; and indicate if the total was actual or estimated.

Public Access
SCs were assigned 2-4 hours of Security Visits (SV) per week. SVs were opportunities to
check on the condition of the artwork and signage, report on safety concerns and
potential hazards, and to talk with and count visitors.
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•

•

We asked SCs to count people who paid attention to the artwork in a distinct way
(versus, for example, just jogging by): They "happened upon" the project and
stopped to look; they approached the artwork with intention; they read the
didactic; and/or they interacted with the Site Coordinator.
The Research Lab also did observational fieldwork at each site, which included
visitor counts and vox pops when appropriate.

Calculating Public Access Attendance
1)

Visitors per hour. Using the data collected by SCs and researchers, we first calculated
the average number of visitors per hour for each site.
a. Exceptions.
• While we did have a handful of hourly counts at the HUB, they were neither
consistent nor, we feel, accurate. Instead, we set standard numbers for
weekdays and weekends.
• Similar issues cropped up at the sparsely-visited South Weddington Park, and
we chose to set a standard of seven visitors per day for 30 days.

2) Public access hours. Using the data in Table 3, we calculated the average number of
daily public access hours – 16.5. [By ordinance, City parks are open to the public from
5:00 a.m. until 10:30 p.m., unless otherwise noted ("Special" column).]
Table 3. Attendance: Open Hours and Average Number of Public Access Hours
Open to
the Public?

Number of Public
Access Hours

1st Street Bridge: Anadol + Wiel

Events-only

NA

Bee Canyon Park: Lucky Dragons

Events-only

NA

Dawn to Dusk

Cheviot Hills: Edgar Arceneaux

5a-10p

17

Closes at 10

Del Rey Lagoon: Gala Porras-Kim

5a-10:30p

17.5

Echo Park: Teresa Margolles

5a-10:30p

17.5

Hansen Dam: Lucky Dragons

Events-only

NA

Norman O. Houston Park: Chris Kallmyer

5a-10p

17

Origin of the LA River: Anadol + Wiel

Events-only

NA

Point Fermin Park: Michael Parker

5a-10:30p

17.5

Sepulveda Basin: Rirkrit Tiravanija

5a-10:30p

17.5

South LA Wetlands Park: Callaghan + Kapoor

5a-8p

15

South Weddington Park: Kori Newkirk

Standard

NA

Sunnynook River Park: Kerry Tribe

Events-only

NA

The Bowtie: Mel Chin

Events-only

NA

The HUB @ Griffith Park

Standard

NA

Westside Neighborhood Park: Candice Lin

7a-8p

13

Site

AVERAGE

Special

Closes at 10

Closes at 8

Dawn to Dusk

16.5
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3) Modeling flow. Because the number of visitors fluctuated during the day – fewer in
the early morning, more in the afternoon and after work/school, then fewer again as
night approached – we spread the flow of hourly visitors proportionately (Table 4).
a. E.g., for four hours during the day (blue arrow), an artwork/site would be visited by
100 percent of the calculated average number of hourly visitors.
Table 4. Attendance: Modeling Flow to Estimate Hourly Visitors
Number of hours per day (out of 16.5
public access Hours)
Estimated percentage of average
hourly visitors

2.5

2

3

4

3

2

10.0%

25.0%

50.0%

100.0%

50.0%

12.5%

4) Public access attendance. We then calculated per-site attendance for 30 or 17 days
(the latter at Norman O. Houston Park, which opened in late July) using the average
hourly visitor numbers, proportioned for estimated flow throughout a day.

Adding It All Up: Total Attendance
Finally, we added the number of event visitors that were counted by SCs using clickers to
the public access numbers calculated in step 4 to arrive at total attendance at each site
and CURRENT:LA overall (Table 5; illustrated in Figure 3 by site).
Table 5. Attendance: Totals By Site and Overall
Public
Access:
30 or 17
days

Site

Events
Attendance

Total
Attendance

% of All
Sites

1st Street Bridge: Anadol + Wiel

594

594

1.8%

Bee Canyon Park: Lucky Dragons

219

219

0.7%

Cheviot Hills: Edgar Arceneaux

580

102

682

2.1%

Del Rey Lagoon: Gala Porras-Kim

703

82

785

2.4%

11,160

3,919

15,079

45.4%

288

288

0.9%

220

984

3.0%

303

303

0.9%

Echo Park: Teresa Margolles
Hansen Dam: Lucky Dragons
Norman O. Houston Park: Chris Kallmyer

764

Origin of the LA River: Anadol + Wiel
Point Fermin Park: Michael Parker

6,411

532

6,943

20.9%

Sepulveda Basin: Rirkrit Tiravanija

1,869

654

2,523

7.6%

South LA Wetlands Park: Callaghan + Kapoor

550

221

771

2.3%

South Weddington Park: Kori Newkirk

210

231

441

1.3%

1,431

1,431

4.3%

503

503

1.5%

Sunnynook River Park: Kerry Tribe
The Bowtie: Mel Chin
The HUB @ Griffith Park

699

333

1,032

3.1%

Westside Neighborhood Park: Candice Lin

600

65

665

2.0%

23,546

9,697

33,243

100%

TOTAL ALL SITES
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Figure 3. Attendance: Totals By Site
(CURRENT:LA total 33,243)
Echo Park: Teresa Margolles

15,079

Point Fermin Park: Michael Parker

6,943

Sepulveda Basin: Rirkrit Tiravanija

2,523

Sunnynook River Park: Kerry Tribe
The HUB @ Griffith Park
Norman O. Houston Park: Chris Kallmyer

1,431
1,032
984

Del Rey Lagoon: Gala Porras-Kim

785

South LA Wetlands Park: Callaghan + Kapoor

771

Cheviot Hills: Edgar Arceneaux

682

Westside Neighborhood Park: Candice Lin

665

1st Street Bridge: Anadol + Wiel

594

The Bowtie: Mel Chin

503

South Weddington Park: Kori Newkirk

441

Origin of LA River: Anadol + Wiel

303

Hansen Dam: Lucky Dragons

288

Bee Canyon Park: Lucky Dragons

219

Visitor Flows and Attendance per Active Day
Taking a somewhat different perspective on the data and analyses, we can also frame our
attendance question from the perspectives of flow and activity. How did visits flow over
the course of the project (Figure 4)? Every site had a different number of events and
activities, and average visitors per active day varied quite widely (Table 6). These details
may be useful to future CURRENT:LA managers by helping them allocate resources,
schedule volunteers and staff, and plan social media and public activities so that they can
be enjoyed by the largest number of people.
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9,223

Figure 4. Attendance: WeeklyVisitor Flows

Events
7,392

Non-Events

6,787

Total

5,361

6,727
5,630

5,361

3,593

3,114
1,550 1,564

Opening Weekend

5,630

2,031
1,426

Week 1
7/18-24/16

1,097

Week 2
7/25-31/16

Week 3
8/1-7/16

Week 4
8/8-14/16

Table 6. Attendance: Active Days and Average Visitors By Site
Active Days All Sites

Average Attendance
Per Active Day

Opening Weekend

26

120

Week 1 7/18-24/16

81

91

Week 2 7/25-31/16

83

82

Week 3 8/1-7/16

89

76

Week 4 8/8-14/16

90

102

Compiled

369

90

Number of Active Days/Site
• 30 days: Cheviot Hills, Del Rey, Echo
Park, HUB, Point Fermin, Sepulveda
Basin, South LA Wetlands, South
Weddington, Sunnynook, and
Westside Neighborhood
• 23 days: Bee Canyon
• 18 days: The Bowtie
• 17 days: Norman O. Houston
• 5 days: Hansen Dam
• 4 days: 1st Street Bridge
• 2 days: Origin of the LA River
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Maximized Attendance?
The DCA's attendance goal was a range of 40-75 visitors per site (15) per day for four
weeks (28 days) – a maximum of 31,500 for the run. At 33,243, our calculated attendance
topped that by 5.5 percent.
There are several points to consider, though, when using these data to ask whether
CURRENT:LA "maximized attendance."
•

First, the actual run was four weeks plus two days – giving us a higher goal of
33,750 for 15 sites, 36,000 when we include the HUB. The calculated attendance
falls somewhat short of both those numbers.
o However, not every site was "active" for the full 30 days (Table 4). Including the
HUB, there were 369 total days of programming. Had every site been open the
entire run, there would have been 450 active days (480 with the HUB).

•

Based on 369 total active days, our revised maximum attendance goal is 27,675 – a
marker that the calculated actual total of 33,243 passes quite handily.

•

We think there is also value in looking at the differences between the revised
maximum goal and actual for each site, shown in the "Variance" column in Table 7.

Based on the number of active days (including the HUB as an official site) – while not
ignoring either the differences between sites or the significant variances from initial
projections – the data clearly show that the project successfully "maximized attendance."
Table 7. Attendance: Active Days, Revised Maximum Goal, and Comparison with Actuals
Days
Active

Site

Max Revised
@ 75/day

Actual

Variance

1st Street Bridge: Anadol + Wiel

4

300

594

294

Bee Canyon Park: Lucky Dragons

23

1,725

219

-1,506

Cheviot Hills: Edgar Arceneaux

30

2,250

682

-1,568

Del Rey Lagoon: Gala Porras-Kim

30

2,250

785

-1,465

Echo Park: Teresa Margolles

30

2,250

15,079

12,829

Hansen Dam: Lucky Dragons

5

375

288

-87

Norman O. Houston Park: Chris Kallmyer

17

1,275

984

-291

Origin of the LA River: Anadol + Wiel

2

150

303

153

Point Fermin Park: Michael Parker

30

2,250

6,943

4,693

Sepulveda Basin: Rirkrit Tiravanija

30

2,250

2,523

273

South LA Wetlands Park: Callaghan + Kapoor

30

2,250

771

-1,479

South Weddington Park: Kori Newkirk

30

2,250

441

-1,809

Sunnynook River Park: Kerry Tribe

30

2,250

1,431

-819

The Bowtie: Mel Chin

18

1,350

503

-847

The HUB @ Griffith Park

30

2,250

1,032

-1,218

Westside Neighborhood Park: Candice Lin

30

2,250

665

-1,585

369

27,675

33,243

5,568

TOTAL
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The Geography of Going and Doing
We incorporated collection of home ZIP Codes throughout our fieldwork protocols, from
Doodles to vox pops to surveys. Our primary goal was to understand representativeness,
if not demographically then at least geographically. We wondered if we would see
hotspots of attendance at the micro-local level – possibly revealing the "neighborliness"
we set as an indicator of 1) social capital and/or high value social impacts; 2) participation
by communities less well-represented in other types of arts and culture activities; or 3)
patterns of attendance that mapped to other DCA programming.

Dataset and Mapping
We built our ZIP Code dataset to support analyses by instrument, site, program, date
collected, total attendance, and number of children 0-18 (allowing us to calculate adults).
After cleaning the data, we found ourselves with:
•

184 unique ZIP Codes

•

1,226 visitors (1,099 adults; 127 children)

•

759 valid cases (total less duplicates and NAs)

•

ZIPs/Postal Codes beyond Southern California included:
o Brunswick, Australia
o Nashua, NH
o Shanghai, China
o Cologne, Germany
o Paris, France
o Toronto, Ontario Canada
o London, England
o Philadelphia, PA
o Tucson, AZ
o Marfa, TX
o Phoenix, AZ
o Washington, D.C.
o Minsk, Belarus
o San Francisco, CA o Xalapa, México

Limitations. Although data were collected at all 16 sites, the less-frequented artworks and
programs (e.g., South Weddington Park and Westside Neighborhood Park) were not wellrepresented in the dataset. Somewhat over half of the ZIPs of all 1,226 visitors were
collected at four sites: Point Fermin Park, The HUB @ Griffith Park, The Bowtie, and
Sepulveda Basin. (Much depended on how comfortable SCs were asking where visitors
came from.) Additionally, 19 ZIP Codes accounted for fully half of the 759 valid cases.
Mapping. On the following pages, we've mapped ZIP Code data from eight sites plus the
initiative overall. While CURRENT:LA's audience was geographically representative, there
was notable clustering in the Silver Lake/Los Feliz/Echo Park area. Considering the
presence nearby of four prominent sites, this is not surprising; however, these are also
high-density home neighborhoods for many creative economy workers. That is, people
who already value the arts; are "in the know" about what's happening; know "how to go"
and are comfortable doing so; and purposefully seek out leisure-time arts experiences.
The amount of data from the remaining eight sites was not, we felt, enough to justify a
closer look. Furthermore, three of the cases illustrated here should be interpreted with
caution – we don't know if more data would re-draw the maps for Echo Park, South LA
Wetlands, or Origin of the LA River. Their inclusion stems from our interest in identifying
clusters: Is there any sign that artworks or programs attracted a non-trivial proportion of
visitors from neighborhoods adjacent to the sites? Our tentative answer is "yes" –
localized attendance is seen throughout, with Sepulveda Basin somewhat of an anomaly
(solid around Balboa Park but stronger still in Silver Lake/Los Feliz). It's encouraging to see
hotspots in Point Fermin, South LA (Wetlands), and the west Valley (Origin), areas often
missing from attendance maps for programs not as focused on community involvement.
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CURRENT:LA Water Overall
• 759 cases
• 1,226 visitors
• 184 unique ZIPs

The HUB @ Griffith Park
• 152 cases
• 177 visitors
• 52 unique ZIPs

The Bowtie
• 116 cases
• 159 visitors
• 60 unique ZIPs

Point Fermin Park
• 79 cases
• 184 visitors
• 36 unique ZIPs
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Sunnynook River Park
• 88 cases
• 115 visitors
• 39 unique ZIPs

Sepulveda Basin
• 97 cases
• 147 visitors
• 44 unique ZIPs

Echo Park
• 38 cases
• 86 visitors
• 19 unique ZIPs

Origin of LA River
• 32 cases
• 48 visitors
• 10 unique ZIPs

South LA Wetlands
• 38 cases
• 90 visitors
• 16 unique ZIPs
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Discussion
What else can be learned from the measurement processes and findings we've discussed
and illustrated here? What might the DCA do differently in the future with CURRENT:LA
artworks and public programs?
•

Setting reasonably accurate attendance goals should be a priority. Initial
projections can easily be revised on an ongoing basis as new information comes
to light and project workplans are finalized by production personnel and artists.

•

Factors such as number of active days, type of artwork or program, scheduling,
typical visitor flows at different sites – all of these variables can and should be
taken into account when making and updating attendance projections.

•

A specific protocol for counting and reporting should be in place and training
provided prior to Opening. A plan was confirmed but not carried out for a
volunteer counter at each site, leaving the SCs as the only option. However, both
they and their sometimes unpredictable volunteers had other management tasks
to take care of, in addition to interacting with visitors. Providing two to three
(depending on flow, site size and access, type of event, etc.) trained staff or
volunteers for both events and public access hours would have solved problems
and facilitated measurement and reporting activities.

•

What needs to be reported, when, and in what format? These questions weren't
asked or answered until after Opening Weekend, resulting in a scramble to
develop protocols and organize data. Some SCs wildly over-estimated/-reported
attendance in the first week of programming, and while things tightened
sufficiently by Week 3, their training was on-the-fly and we were not able to set up
conditions that would let us test for and ensure inter-rater reliability.

Lastly, we recommend the DCA have an internal conversation about the significant
variability in attendance between sites. Two sites – Echo Park and Point Fermin –
accounted for fully two-thirds of the total visitors. Both are large public spaces regularly
and heavily used by the surrounding neighborhoods. This suggests to us that tuning
CURRENT:LA's model more specifically to the interests, leisure activities, cultural
traditions, and community contexts of local residents could expand participation and
foster greater connection to and valuing of public art programs.
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Sixth District
Councilmember Nury Martinez
Artist: Rirkrit Tiravanija
Artwork: Untitled 2016 (LA Water, Water Pavilion)
Site: Sepulveda Basin

Days Active: 30
Attendance: 2,523
Public Programs
• Wat Thai of Los Angeles – Thai Housewarming Ceremony
• Communal Cooking Event
• Urasenke Tankoki – Tea Ceremony
• DIGDEEP – Immersive cleansing
• But Is It Edible? Foraging workshops
• Devon Tsuno & Theodore Payne Foundation – The LA River
Seedling Reallocation
• KCHUNG – KPARK

SNAPSHOT
Sixth Council District
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FINDINGS
Motivation & Interest
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T

he question of why people go to arts and cultural
events and activities has been explored by dozens of
researchers and practitioners. Determining interest
and motivating participation are critical functions for
both organizations and individual artists: One could
argue that if no one is there, the artwork or
performance is never fully realized.

Why Did You Decide . . . ?
Motivation, interest, expectations, engagement, and experience are strongly correlated –
that is, our expectations and interests are reasons to participate and then, in turn, become
our yardsticks for measuring the worthwhileness of an experience. We've untangled the
"why" from "what happened" here in order to look more closely at each – however, in
practice there is a kind of conversation between the two, a back-and-forth which program
managers and artists must not ignore.

"Catching the Eye" of Artgoers
To help us suss out the reasons people had for hopping in cars or on bikes or busses to
visit a CURRENT:LA site, we created an item in our CURRENTConnections survey: Why
did you decide to visit this site in particular? We asked respondents to select up to three
of ten possible answers, coding the options to load randomly each time the survey was
activated so as to decrease bias associated with the order in they were presented.
Respondents could choose from the following answers:
•

The topics or ideas being explored interested me.

•

I've been wanting to see this artist's work.

•

Someone invited me.

•

It looked like it would be fun.

•

The social aspects – spending quality time with friends/family.

•

It was free.

•

I know and like this artist's work.

•

It's in my neighborhood.

•

I don't really know anything about CURRENT:LA but I like to do things that are new
and different.

•

Other (short-answer)
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Numbers and Words
Including 51 text answers for "Other," survey respondents made 403 total selections,
shown in Table 8 arranged from most to least selected (not everyone chose three).
Table 8. Motivation/Interest Multiple Choice: Why did you decide to visit this site . . . ?

Item

How many
times was
that answer
selected?

Out of all
respondents, what
percentage
selected that
answer?

Out of all
selections (403),
how often was
that answer
selected?

The social aspects – spending
quality time with friends/family.

60

40.8%

14.9%

It's in my neighborhood.

56

38.1%

13.9%

It looked like it would be fun.

54

36.7%

13.4%

Other [short-answer text]

51

34.7%

12.7%

It was free.

45

30.6%

11.2%

The topics or ideas being explored
interested me.

43

29.3%

10.7%

Someone invited me.

39

26.5%

9.7%

I've been wanting to see this artist's
work.

21

14.3%

5.2%

I know and like this artist's work.

20

13.6%

5.0%

I don't really know anything about
CURRENT:LA but I like to do things
that are new and different.

14

9.5%

3.5%

Notable is how much emphasis – over 50 percent of non-Other responses – CURRENT:LA
visitors put on social expectations. Having a fun time with friends and family, doing
something convenient (in the neighborhood!) that was accessible to all (no cost!). Easy
and available. Of much less importance were factors frequently cited in studies of
artgoing behaviors and interests: Topics and ideas, familiarity with an artist and her/his
work, a sense of adventure (trying new things). This is not to say intellectual, emotional, or
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aesthetic stimulation held no attraction for visitors, just that the social aspects were
particularly motivating. As one might expect! What says "I Love Los Angeles" more than
exploring beautiful parks and public places on bright Southern California days, sitting in
lounge chairs with picnic dinners to watch original films and listen to exotic music, or
following performers along the top of Hansen Dam as the sun sets?
The short-answer Other responses both reflect what we see in the numbers and offer
additional nuance and color. It's remarkable how many people simply wandered into or
over to an artwork or event – they go to the park all the time, or happened to be there that
day, or saw something as they were driving by and went back later to check it out. Some
visits were purposeful, of course, driven by interest in a specific artist or event or in simply
"trying to see all the CURRENT art."
In Table 9 we've grouped selected short answers into what we hesitate to call "themes"
because of limitations on data quantity and quality – "notions" is perhaps a better label.
Table 9. Motivation/Interest Other Short-Answer: Why did you decide to visit this site . . . ?

HAPPENSTANCE

SO CONVENIENT!

•

Just went over.

•

I live next door!

•

I was in the park.

•

It's close to us.

•

We were just in the park.

•

•

We were there.

It's on my regular cycling exercise
[on the] LA River path.

•

We were walking in the park.

•

Pretty close by.

•

We were doing Pokémon.

•

This is our park, we go all the time.

•

We were there for Lighthouse Day.

•

I walk in this park almost every day!

•

Wanted to check it out, glad we did.

•

We go to this park all the time.

IN IT FOR THE ADVENTURE

INTENTIONAL
•

Carmina Escobar performance.

•

Curiosity!

•

I'm an avid gardener.

•

Heard from friends it was really fun.

•

KERRY IS GREAT

•

Loving CURRENT, this looked fun.

•

Good excuse to visit the BOWTIE

•

It sounded amazing and it was!

•

JT! [JPL hydrologist brought his
students to a panel at The HUB]

•

Something interesting to do.

•

We're visiting all the sites!

•

Water Bar event

•

•

Women's Center for Creative Work

We exercise in the park, wanted to
see what the bridge was

•

WE LOVE KCHUNG

•

•

Interested in native plants.

Read about it in LAT – looked
interesting!

•

I love the idea of using the river as a
canvas.

•

Looked interesting, nice people.
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Discussion
On the whole, people don't just wander into plays or concerts. Museums and galleries
may have more spontaneous attendance, but we would still expect to see significant
evidence of purposeful going to at any formal setting for arts participation. Evidence as
well of patrons selecting experiences based on characteristics such as arts discipline,
artist, or venue – especially if a ticket or reservation is required. A dedicated cultural
tourist needs a plan.
Not so with CURRENT:LA. It was right down the street! With free activities for the whole
family and interesting-if-not-always understood structures, sculptures, and installations.
You could make art; sit in, on, or under art; listen and dance to art; hang out and talk about
art; or just let art be the springboard for learning about . . . all kinds of interesting things.
CURRENT:LA turned the City of Los Angeles itself into an experience, and people went
whether they intended to or whether they merely "stumbled on" a project in their
neighborhood.
Not everyone feels comfortable at a museum, theater, or art gallery, regardless of efforts
to mitigate feelings of being unwelcome. But the ownership people have over their
neighborhood parks opened the door to their being able to truly embrace and enjoy
CURRENT:LA. Their sense of proprietorship extended in some cases to the artwork itself
(Pt. Fermin, Echo Park, and Sepulveda Basin most markedly). People adopted the
structures installed in "their" parks, incorporating them into family activities and exercise
routines, orienting picnics and games in their direction, and using them as backdrops for
quite an amazing range of activities.
What might these findings mean not only for future iterations of CURRENT:LA, but for
public art generally? First, the importance of paying attention to sociability, ease of use,
and accessibility – the simple friendliness of being greeted by artists and SCs, of meeting
others while making lemonade or potting native plants, of sitting peacefully on a bridge or
under a dome. Didactics, with their specialized language of process and vision, can wait.
And second, the importance of ensuring projects are located where people are already
spending their leisure time. Places that offer opportunities to discover and to happen
upon the unexpected. If more obscure settings are chosen for artworks and events,
marketing and publicity should be used not only to raise awareness but to create a sense
of adventure: Half the fun should be getting there.
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SNAPSHOT
Seventh Council District
Seventh District
Councilmember Monica Rodriguez
Artist: Lucky Dragons
Artwork: The Spreading Ground
Site: Hansen Dam
Days Active: 5
Attendance: 288
Public Programs
• Friends of the Los Angeles
River – The LA River:
Connecting Water and Art
• Self-Help Graphics & Art –
Barrio Mobile Art Studio
• KCHUNG – KPARK
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We had such a great time, sushi and ramen in Little Tokyo,
then walked over to the exhibit. A really fun night!
– CURRENT:LA Visitor

O

ur reasons for going to, for engaging in arts and
cultural activities are linked prospectively and
retrospectively to our perceptions and memories
of the experience – of what happens to us when
we're participating. Were our expectations met?
Our desires fulfilled? Our values supported?
"What happened?" is a descriptive question, one
foundational to assessing and understanding
Scriven's (1998) three properties of whatever is
being evaluated: Merit (quality), worth (value),
and significance (importance).

Finding Out What Happened
The question of "what happened?" is often used to drive investigations of instrumental
effects, e.g., economic growth, social changes, educational gains, and the like. Here,
though, we're interested in "what happened" to and for the people who visited
CURRENT:LA artworks and/or participated in public programs. These experiential effects
may also be referred to as intrinsic impacts. We're wary, though, of the causality implied in
the word "impact," preferring instead to show where the data – qualitative and
quantitative – point towards a relationship while allowing for the influence of other known
and unknown variables.
We captured information about the CURRENT:LA visitor experience primarily using items
in our online questionnaire. We also culled relevant observational data from SC Field
Reports and Research Lab site visits, with additional – and often delightfully spontaneous
– comments gathered via Doodles, vox pops, and social media. In brief:
•

CURRENTConnections online visitor questionnaire
o Engagement expressed as pre/post-visit behavior (actual and anticipatory);
experience as enjoyment, intellectual and emotional stimulation,
worthwhileness
 Scaled (7 items): How true for you . . .; 4-point scale, Not true for me => True
for me, No opinion/not sure (see Note below)
 Scaled (4 items): Since your visit, how often have you . . .; 3-point scale, Not at
all => Several times
 Multiple choice (1 item): Are you planning on visiting other CURRENT:LA sites

during the 2016 Biennial?


Long free text (1 item): Tell us more
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•

Observations: SC Field Reports and RL Observation Guide

•

Doodles: Quarter-page visitor response form
o I went to CURRENT:LA and I have something to say.

•

Vox pops: Conversational short interview questions
o First thoughts, feelings, making connections, learning, and sharing

•

Social media: Data scraping Instagram, Facebook, and Twitter

Note: We discuss one of the scaled items – It felt good to be sharing the experience with
other people – in a section on Social Capital. In light of how highly people rated
"spending quality time with friends/family" as a motivator for attending CURRENT:LA,
their corresponding ratings of whether that desire was fulfilled is an important indicator of
how much (or little) they liked and valued their experience.

What Happened By the Numbers
Did people enjoy their CURRENT:LA experience? Did they find their emotions stirred or
thoughts stimulated? How deep were their feelings of engagement or fascination? Were
they generally happy they visited, and if so, were they happy enough to tell friends, post to
social media, and consider going to other sites?
In Figure 5, we've charted mean ratings for responses to How true for you is each of the
following? These items from CURRENTConnections were designed to measure
perceived experience (quality and appreciation) and worthwhileness.
Figure 5. Experience/Engagement Mean Ratings: How True for You . . . ?
(N = 147; theoretical scale mean 2.50)
It felt good to be sharing the experience with
other people.

3.72

I'm really glad I attended.

3.61

I found my whole visit really worthwhile.

3.53

On the whole, I was very engaged in what I
was experiencing.

3.29

I was fascinated by the ideas and images on
display.

3.23

Observed Scale Mean

3.02

I was intellectually challenged by what I saw.

2.99

I was emotionally moved at times during my
visit.

2.71
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Field summaries (Table 10) give us another way of looking at these data – what proportion
of visitors selected each answer option? A four-point scale also lets us distill (albeit with
some loss of nuance) their responses to an either/or choice: "Definitely" or "not so much."
Table 10. Experience/Engagement Field Summaries: How True for You . . . ?
It felt good to be sharing the experience with other people.
Not true for me.

0.7%

A little true for me.

4.2%

Fairly true for me.

17.6%

True for me.

77.5%

Over 95 percent of respondents said it was
"true" or "fairly true" that it "felt good" to be
sharing the experience with other people.

I'm really glad I attended.
Not true for me.

2.1%

A little true for me.

5.5%

Fairly true for me.

21.9%

True for me.

70.5%

Over 90 percent told us they were "really glad"
to have attended CURRENT:LA.

I found my whole visit really worthwhile.
Not true for me.

2.1%

A little true for me.

7.5%

Fairly true for me.

25.3%

True for me.

65.1%

65.1% said "true" when asked if their visit was
worthwhile; another 25.3 percent said it was at
least "fairly true."

On the whole, I was very engaged in what I was experiencing.
Not true for me.

3.4%

A little true for me.

11.0%

Fairly true for me.

38.6%

True for me.

46.9%

85% of respondents ("true" and "fairly true")
recalled being very engaged in their
CURRENT:LA experience.

I was fascinated by the ideas and images on display.
Not true for me.

3.5%

A little true for me.

17.6%

Fairly true for me.

31.7%

True for me.

47.2%

Almost 80 percent were "fascinated by the
ideas and images on display." A third said this
was "fairly true," while just under half said
definitely "true."

I was intellectually challenged by what I saw.
Not true for me.

5.9%

A little true for me.

28.9%

Fairly true for me.

25.9%

True for me.

39.3%

About 40 percent found what they experienced
truly intellectually challenging.

I was emotionally moved at times during my visit.
Not true for me.

19.3%

A little true for me.

27.1%

Fairly true for me.

17.1%

True for me.

36.4%

36.4% of respondents reported being definitely
"emotionally moved" during their visit.
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Next (Table 11), we show field summaries and mean ratings for items asking about postvisit behaviors – a possible indicator of depth of engagement and memorability.
Table 11. Experience/Engagement Field Summaries and Mean Ratings: Since your visit . . . ?
(N = 147; theoretical scale mean 2.00)
Since your visit, how often have you talked with friends or family about CURRENT:LA?
Not at all.

1.4%

Mean 2.46

Once or twice.

51.7%

Several times.

46.9%

98.6% of respondents said they talked about
their experience with friends or family, with
nearly half reporting they did so "several times."

Since your visit, how often have you reacted in any way on social media to your CURRENT:LA
experience?
Not at all.

68.7%

Mean 1.40

Once or twice.

22.4%

Several times.

8.8%

68.7% said they had NOT used social media to
talk about or react to their visits; somewhat over
30 percent said they had at least once or twice.

Since your visit, how often have you looked online for more information about CURRENT:LA,
the artist, or the site?
Not at all.

24.5%

Mean 2.01

Once or twice.

49.7%

Several times.

25.9%

75.6% indicated they went online to get more
information; half recalled looking at least "once
or twice," 25 percent "several times."

Since your visit, how often have you thought more deeply about what you saw, did, or felt
during your CURRENT:LA visit?
Not at all.

6.8%

Mean 2.33

Once or twice.

53.1%

Several times.

40.1%

93.2% noted they'd thought about their
CURRENT:LA experience since visiting. Forty
percent reported doing so "several times."

Lastly (Table 12), we asked if people were making plans to go to other CURRENT:LA sites
or events.
Table 12. Experience/Engagement: Are you planning on visiting . . . ?
(N = 147)
Are you planning on visiting other CURRENT:LA sites during the 2016 Biennial?
I'm not sure, but probably no.

21.8%

No

19.7%

I'm not sure, but probably yes.

21.8%

Yes

36.7%

Over half (58.5%) said they would probably or
definitely be going to other sites, whether to
see the artworks or to participate in public
programming.
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What Happened In Their Own Words
As with any large, varied set of open-ended textual data, the one we compiled for
CURRENT:LA required a multi-step process of coding and clustering before themes
began to emerge. We've written about a few of these elsewhere, especially in our
discussions of social impacts, but also in sections devoted to motivation and interest and
issue awareness. Our task of unwinding experience and engagement from the corpus was
no different though somewhat more challenging: While people may use explicit words for
feelings, they can also bury expressions of "what happened" within stories, descriptions,
complaints, imagery, and other narrative responses.
In CURRENT:LA this challenge was compounded by the variety of sites, settings, events,
artworks, and programs available. As would be expected, experiential accounts of a nighttime musical performance were wildly different from an afternoon planter-painting
session. We needed to identify commonalities that cut across the preponderance of the
data while still honoring the richness and nuance of individual reports.
On the whole, people were more expressive regarding how they felt about or responded
emotionally to an artwork or event than they were about whether they thought it was
good or not. "Liking" was less important than having fun and enjoying whatever was going
on. There was next to no discussion of formal aesthetic valuing of the pieces, even from
people who indicated they were involved in the arts scene in LA.
Furthermore, the vast majority of the comments – whether collected in person, in written
responses, or online – were quite positive, reflecting both satisfaction with and gratitude
for the project. Negative comments were mostly related to logistics: Frustration with the
website, with poor directions and signage, with marketing and publicity efforts, and, in
two instances, with damaged or non-functional artworks. Which is not to say everyone
found everything to their liking! A few felt the artwork(s) they visited were "a little
bland/boring," "underwhelming," even "greatly disappointing" – "I don't know what to say
about that thing." Not all talks or lectures were appreciated either: "The lecture was not
good, not engaging whatsoever" and the "panel was uneven and at times ridiculous."
Overall, we identified five experiential themes that best fit the data: Enjoyment,
Discovery, Importance, Learning, and Impermanence/Return. Each emerged via an
iterative clustering process commonly used for large sets of qualitative data (Creswell,
2013). Here, we've compiled representative responses into composite portraits of each
theme.

Enjoyment Visitors reported feeling "very moved and happy," "peaceful" when sitting
next to, on, or under a structure, and quite content to "just sit and listen." If they attended a
talk or lecture, they "enjoyed hearing the artist's perspective," even if they had "never
heard an artist talk before." Mentioned numerous times was how "stimulating," "fun,"
"awesome," "entertaining," and "amazing!" their visit was – we "loved [the] workshop, the
artist is so creative and the kids were having a ball." And sometimes an experience went
beyond simply fun to something more "powerful." Visitors were "deeply touched by [the]
project and [had] incredible interpersonal experiences . . ." "I wonder how the artist
thought to do that. I can't stop thinking about it."
"This is so great. I'm so glad we came."
"Beyond enthralling. Thank you."
"Mesmerized by this piece! Just speechless, incredible work."
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Discovery Much was said about the adventure of discovery, finding a place "we'd never
visited before, one that felt forgotten." CURRENT:LA was like a "scavenger hunt: You end
up seeing untraveled corners of the city you never knew existed." "This was the first time
I'd seen the LA River." People loved finding out about "so many things I didn't know or
have just driven by for years." There were frequent comments along the lines of "I've never
seen this before. What is it?" and "I've never seen anything done like this."
"Having an event gives a reason to get together and go somewhere –
in the process discover new things
and see a new section of the urban landscape."

Importance Threaded throughout visitors' stories was a sense of the significance of
CURRENT:LA. The sense that it was an important initiative for the City of Los Angeles and
for the region's cultural ecosystem, as well as for the visitors themselves. "Transformative . . .
refreshing to have an art festival be about democratizing voices." The talks and panels were
considered "important dialogue(s)," complementing installations that were "remarkable and
added to the landscape with such dignity." While not all the artworks or events provoked
such reflections, many did. One was described eloquently as "two great artists working in
an historically important landscape at the heart of LA"; another simply as "why we live in LA."
"An outstanding invigoration of a very challenging natural space."
"Hope the city can work the kinks out, the concept is powerful."
Learning Not many visitors said they attended CURRENT:LA because they wanted to learn
something or to be intellectually challenged; nonetheless, some did and some were.
Lectures, panels, and artist presentations were especially effective. "These talks are
excellent. I'm learning so much about the River." "The talk was an eye-opener. I didn't know
a lot of what the presenters talked about." Although some found the ideas discussed
"complicated . . . it was interesting to hear him tell how he came up with his plan." "I learned
a lot . . . so many things to think about." They were also surprised by what they were finding
out. For example, at UCLA's Art+Sci Birdsong presentation, one visitor commented, "I never
thought about the bird world in that way before, didn't even know about most of what I was
hearing." Or at The HUB, "The stuff about steelhead trout being like ground-zero for river
restoration was really interesting." Some valued the learning so much they thought it should
be more rigorous: "Quite honestly I think there was too much opinion and not enough
science presented!" And learning wasn't just about personal growth – several felt these
"talks should continue . . . if people are informed they change their habits."
"People might not understand it at first but we have to get better at the facts."
Impermanence/Return The temporary nature of CURRENT:LA was repeatedly noted,
asked about, and bemoaned. While the presence of the artworks was celebrated, their
eventual loss caused real sorrow. "Will this be staying in the park?" was a constant refrain.
"Can it stay?!" Many visitors felt strongly that some of the artworks "should be permanent,"
that "the city or the park should consider building something like it here." "Please keep the
Monument! Come back!" "Please come back." "Please keep the dome in the park, we love
it." That CURRENT:LA was so short-lived was felt particularly sharply at sites with strong
neighborhood attachment; e.g., Sepulveda Basin, Echo Park, and Point Fermin. "We want
the buildings to stay in the park." "We never get these." "I think everyone is glad
something like this is happening here and we would like to have more, maybe more family
things too. We love our park." "Please have more of these programs in San Pedro."
"It's so exciting that it's here. I wish it could stay longer than a month."
"Do some more of these exhibits here, it was fun."
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Discussion
When asked to reflect on their CURRENT:LA experiences, people most often
remembered how much fun they had with friends and family, going to places they'd never
been, seeing things that were out of the ordinary and unexpected. They described feeling
good, not only enjoying much of what they saw and did but also coming up with ways to
enhance their CURRENT:LA adventure by visiting new restaurants, meeting new people,
and trying new skills. On the whole, they reported that the time and effort it took to
participate was worthwhile, and they were glad they attended
Although intellectual challenges and emotional involvement were less intensely
recalled than the memory of simply enjoying themselves, it's important to keep in mind
that – turning back to our discussion of motivation and interest – neither of these were
uppermost in visitors' minds. Their goal of "spending quality time with friends/family"
appears to have been met and thoroughly so by the artwork or program they attended.
These experiential descriptions are supported by self-reports of what people did (or
indicated they did) afterwards and what they planned to do next. Nearly everyone said
they talked and thought more deeply about what had happened in the days following
their visit. Over 30 percent shared impressions and recommendations in some way on
social media, and three-quarters said they looked online for more information. Finally,
over half said they thought they would be visiting other sites or events.
From the less-than-positive perspective, even people who gave CURRENT:LA high marks
would add notes about difficulties with wayfinding, about trying to get enough and/or
correct information, about unappealing aspects of the artworks, and about how awkward
the website was to use.
And they had wish lists! In one instance (South LA Wetlands), a visitor used the survey to
ask for improvements to the park: "We need bathrooms . . . we want an exercise area with
equipment and a playground for the children." People also requested . . .
. . . better signage and parking
. . . more publicity

. . . an app

more words/fewer words

. . . brochures at senior centers

. . . less "focus on being democratic in each CD rather than choosing great sites"
. . . options for apartment dwellers to sign up for blueprints

. . . food trucks

. . . better outreach to the "gigantic non-English-speaking population of LA"
. . . better "tone in the promotion"

. . . and for KCHUNG to be "less loud"

Pulling back for a wide-angle view, it appears that most complaints were about, first,
logistics, and second, communications, with the balance focused on wanting more ways
to participate (including through social media). These three issues cropped up repeatedly
throughout our data corpus, whether raised by visitors, Site Coordinators, project
managers, artists, or contractors. Issues perhaps not easily remedied, but ones that should
be tackled during planning sessions for the next biennial.
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Eighth District
Councilmember Marqueece Harris-Dawson
Artist: Chris Kallmyer
Artwork: New Weather Station
Site: Norman O. Houston Park
Days Active: 17
Attendance: 984
Public Programs
• Chris Kallmyer and guest artists – Rain Ragas, Fog Meditations
• Wild Up - American Rainmaker: A Weather Opera
• Friends of the Los Angeles River – The LA River: Connecting
Water and Art
• Self Help Graphics & Art – Barrio Mobile Art Studio
• KCHUNG – KPARK

SNAPSHOT
Eighth Council District
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FINDINGS
Social Impact &
Social Capital
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If self-government in the place is to work, underlying
any float of population must be a continuity of people
who have forged neighborhood networks. These
networks are a city's irreplaceable social capital.
Whenever the capital is lost, from whatever cause, the
income from it disappears, never to return until and
unless new capital is slowly and chancily accumulated.
(Jacobs, 1961, p. 138)

A

s discussed previously, CURRENT:LA planners
identified multiple dimensions of success for the
project, from tangible outputs to transformative
outcomes. Among these were artistic excellence,
issue awareness, attendance, and effectiveness,
each of which has great merit on its own.
However, two constructs were worth deeper
inquiry – not only in the immediate context of
CURRENT:LA, but also in the general context of
the region's arts and culture ecosystems: Social
impact and social capital.
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The Social Impact of Social Capital
We begin this section by looking back at the origins, core values, and principles of Social
Impact Assessment, making connections with CURRENT:LA along the way. Next, we
offer a quick look at what we mean when we talk about social capital and its relationship
both to our evaluation project and to the arts and culture sector more broadly. We close
by introducing a model of arts-based social capital development that dips liberally into
learning theory and the affective domain.

Social Impact Assessment
Social Impact Assessment (SIA) traces back to mid-20th century Federal government
efforts to measure how and why public service programs worked or didn't work. How they
might be changing people's lives and communities, how much they were modifying the
"human environment," what effects they were having on socioeconomic factors, and even
– by the 70s and 80s – on wildlife habitats and ecosystems.
SIA as a set of protocols, instruments, and methodological assumptions was an American
invention, formalized through the 1969 National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and
since then undergoing much change and expansion through the world.
Through NEPA, Environmental Impact Statements were required in nearly all
major land use decisions made by U.S. government agencies, and court
decisions and additional legislation clarified that managers must analyze
“reasonable and foreseeable” impacts to not only environmental concerns, but
also to social and economic attributes. By the mid-1970s, the expertise of
social scientists was required in dozens of land use decisions made by the
federal government each year. (emphasis added, Jacquet, 2014, p. 1)
Today, the World Bank and International Monetary Fund are at the forefront of the global
SIA community, with both requiring rigorous measures of a broad range of effects –
perhaps too broad at times – associated with social impact grantmaking.
Which is not to say local and regional agencies have been left behind. Since its midcentury debut, social impact as both policy and practice has captured the attention and
resources of funders both large and small throughout the United States. The literature
today overflows with white papers, scholarly research, DIY guides, frameworks, methods,
definitions, instruments, and protocols. As of this report, a Google search on "social
impact" retrieves "About 1,030,000,000 results" (yes, that’s one billion).
Considering the dubious quality of many of these one billion hits, where can practitioners
and policy makers turn for SIA best practices, assessment benchmarks, humanitarian
models, and guiding standards? In the early 2000s, a group of leading social impact
program managers and funders – the Interorganizational Committee on Guidelines and
Principles for Social Impact Assessment (ICGPSIA) – convened to establish a codified list
of values and principles "reflecting the differing international realities of SIA" (ICGPSIA,
2003, p. 4). We've listed these below (Vanclay, 2003, p. 9), bolding items important to or
reflective of our work on CURRENT:LA. The reader should be mindful that much SIA
theory and practice is associated with large-scale international development projects,
environmental and economic interventions, and far-reaching public health programs. Arts
and culture are on the whole viewed as ancillary endeavors, variables, and/or effects.
Nonetheless, parallel perspectives and shared purposes are apparent and, we think,
useful.
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Social Impact Assessment: CORE VALUES
1.

There are fundamental human rights that are shared equally across cultures, and
by males and females alike.

2. There is a right to have those fundamental human rights protected by the rule of
law, with justice applied equally and fairly to all, and available to all.
3. People have a right to live and work in an environment which is conducive to
good health and to a good quality of life and which enables the development of
human and social potential.
4. Social dimensions of the environment – specifically but not exclusively peace, the
quality of social relationships, freedom from fear, and belongingness – are
important aspects of people’s health and quality of life.
5. People have a right to be involved in the decision making about the planned
interventions that will affect their lives.
6. Local knowledge and experience are valuable and can be used to enhance
planned interventions.
Social Impact Assessment: FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES
1.

Respect for human rights should underpin all actions.

2. Promoting equity and democratization should be the major driver of development
planning, and impacts on the worst-off members of society should be a major
consideration in all assessment.
3. The existence of diversity between cultures, within cultures, and the diversity of
stakeholder interests need to be recognised and valued.
4. Decision making should be just, fair and transparent, and decision makers should
be accountable for their decisions.
5. Development projects should be broadly acceptable to the members of those
communities likely to benefit from, or be affected by, the planned intervention.
6. The opinions and views of experts should not be the sole consideration in
decisions about planned interventions.
7. The primary focus of all development should be positive outcomes, such as capacity
building, empowerment, and the realization of human and social potential.
8. The term, ‘the environment’, should be defined broadly to include social and
human dimensions, and in such inclusion, care must be taken to ensure that
adequate attention is given to the realm of the social.
Cross-over themes can be mapped to the domains and issues we're investigating here,
including topics such as public access and engagement, government support for cultural
projects, community-based creative placemaking, and social practice art. In particular, we
find the following five attributes to be especially resonant in CURRENT:LA.
•

Equity and equality (individual, social, and legislative)

•

The democratizing authority of local knowledge

•

The criticality of cultural diversity
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•

The importance and consequences of community input

•

Outcomes that prioritize personal and social wellbeing and the health and quality
of relationships and relationship networks

Social Impacts of CURRENT:LA
Without making claims about the extent of changes temporary art projects can or will
produce for individuals, communities, and/or society, we still want to "name and frame" a
few of the social impacts anticipated in the design and management of CURRENT:LA.
First, a definition: What are social impacts? In a 2003 update to their foundational white
paper, the ICGPSIA maintained their initial focus on the social consequences that are
likely to result from actions, programs, and other interventions. While these activities are
typically large and highly politicized – construction of buildings and infrastructure such as
power plants, regional transportation projects, management of natural resources and
public lands, etc. – designers of people-scaled cultural happenings will be able to see
themselves in the definition put forward by the Committee.
By social impacts we mean the consequences to human populations of any
public or private actions that alter the ways in which people live, work, play,
relate to one another, organize to meet their needs and generally cope as
members of society. The term also includes cultural impacts involving
changes to the norms, values, and beliefs that guide and rationalize their
cognition of themselves and their society. (emphasis added, ICGPSIA, 2003,
p. 231)
Also worth noting is the Committee's recognition that "extensive understanding of
local and regional populations and settings" (p. 233) – i.e., local knowledge – is
needed to understand the social and cultural impacts of programs, policies, plans,
and projects (the four Ps).

At the Intersection of . . .
Next, we turn to the dimensions of success identified for CURRENT:LA. Straightaway, one
can see a number of connections not only to the ICGPSIA definition but also to the
possibilities of an arts-based approach to SIA. We've assembled four threads below as
exemplars (links in red); there are more, but these will suffice as nods towards the wealth
of evidence-informed narratives that could be constructed about the arts as social
change-makers.
CURRENT:LA . . .
 . . . aimed to "change how we understand and respond to issues," generating civil
discourse and connecting individuals and communities to "broader social issues
and ideas." (changes to norms and beliefs)
 . . . would "encourage relationships" and contribute to "societal health." (cope as
members of society; alter ways of relating)
 . . . would catalyze "long-term attitudinal and behavioral changes," while
contributing to "societal health" and establishing "greater visibility and credibility
for public art programs." (changes to values)
 . . . would incorporate public practice components provided by individuals or
organizations with significant experience executing programs that reflect "the
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diverse populations of Los Angeles." These providers would also have in place a
"solid understanding and/or relationship to site context" – ideally, they would have
previous knowledge of and contacts in the neighborhoods surrounding the site.
(understanding of local populations and settings)

Social capital is an instantiated informal norm that
promotes co-operation between two or more
individuals . . . instantiated in an actual human
relationship . . . Such norms must lead to co-operation in
groups and therefore are related to traditional virtues
like honesty, the keeping of commitments, reliable
performance of duties, reciprocity, and the like.
(Fukuyama, 2001, p. 7)

Social Capital
Of all the dimensions of success identified in program documents, we regard the real
time creation of social capital as both the most compelling and the most inclusive of
CURRENT:LA's high-value, "human environment" impact goals. Furthermore, the
construct – while certainly complex and at times controversial – not only encompasses
aspects of the other dimensions but also links to the SIA values, principles, and themes
noted above.

What is Social Capital?
Social capital provides the glue which facilitates co-operation, exchange,
and innovation. (Côté et al. [OECD], 2001, p. 59).
What helps people work together? What constitute the "ties that bind?" Trust,
understanding, goodwill, social bonds. Friends, family, networks, reciprocity. The term
social capital has been in use since the early 20th century, although in recent years it's
become somewhat of a catch-all with an unfortunate "circus-tent quality" (De Souza
Briggs, 1997, p. 11). However, as an essential aspect of community well-being, civic
engagement, good governance, and robust public discourse, social capital also lies at the
heart of our investigation of CURRENT:LA.
The earliest known reference to social capital came from the progressive reformer L. J.
Hanifan (1916). In an article examining the role of community involvement in the successful
management of rural schools, he presented his new conceptual device so modestly it
nearly disappeared in the U.S. for several decades.
In the use of the phrase social capital, I do not refer to real estate, or to
personal property or to cold cash, but rather to that in life which tends to
make these substances count for most in the daily lives of a people, namely,
goodwill, fellowship, mutual sympathy and social intercourse among a
group of individuals and families who make up a social unit. (p. 130)
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Later scholars of social capital – both those who used the term and those who did not –
included Jane Jacobs (1961), Barry Wellman and Scot Wortley (1990), Francis Fukuyama
(2001), and Robert Putnam, Lewis Feldstein, and Donald Cohen (2003). It was Fukuyama
who insisted that social capital must be instantiated, manifested in real world
circumstances rather than considered merely as a thought experiment or theoretical
abstraction. And if cooperation within an "actual human relationship" is not observable?
Then no expectations for the benefits of social capital are warranted. In other words,
actions count more than words in efforts to cultivate trust, build relationship networks, and
foster the bonds that can lead to better governance and more democratic societies.
This emphasis on active joining in, as well as on the nature of social capital as a public
good, is reflected in the foundational social science research referenced in studies
prepared by the Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and Development (OECD).
These include the landmark The Well-being of Nations: The Role of Human and Social
Capital (Côté et al., 2001), as well as The New Economy: Beyond the Hype (Clarke et al.,
2001) and Four Interpretations of Social Capital: An Agenda for Measurement (Scrivens &
Smith, 2013). The latter report and its accompanying question databank highlight the
distinct yet complementary work of Pierre Bourdieu, James Coleman, and Robert Putnam.
Bourdieu was primarily concerned with how membership in certain social
networks allowed the members of those networks access to resources . . .
Coleman saw social capital as a “variety of different entities” but focused on
community networks, and introduced the idea of social capital as a public,
as well as private good. Finally, Putnam’s work has been the most influential
in bringing the idea of social capital to prominence in policy discourse,
focusing on the impact of networks of civic engagement and norms of
reciprocity on economic development. (Scrivens & Smith, 2013, p. 13)
Considering the OECD's broad mandate and wide-armed geographical embrace, the
agency's definition of social capital is also necessarily (and we think appropriately) broad
and wide-armed. They assert that social capital consists of . . .
. . . networks, together with shared norms, values and understandings, that
facilitate co-operation within or among groups . . . [networks of] real-world
links between groups or individuals. (Côté et al., 2001, p. 41)

Robert Putnam on Social Capital and the Arts
Since the early 1990s, political scientist Robert Putnam has been investigating factors that
support desirable public goods – things such as effective governance, collective action,
economic prosperity, and child welfare. In his highly influential book Bowling Alone
(2000), he linked social capital to positive civic, educational, and personal outcomes. On
the whole, "civic engagement is at the heart of Putnam’s view of social capital" (Scrivens &
Smith, 2013, p. 14). He associates its decline in the late 20th-century with serious
disruptions in community life, deteriorating reciprocity, distrust of government, and other
negative consequences.
While regular involvement in arts and cultural activities – formal or informal, professional
or everyday – is not central to most social capital discussions, Putnam makes special note
of his belief that consistent participation in both has significant and unrealized potential
to knit communities together.
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To build bridging social capital requires that we transcend our social and
political and professional identities to connect with people unlike ourselves
. . . Singing together (like bowling together) does not require shared
ideology or shared social or ethnic provenance . . . Art manifestly matters for
its own sake, far beyond the favorable effect it can have on rebuilding
American communities. Aesthetic objectives, not merely social ones, are
obviously important. That said, art is especially useful in transcending
conventional social barriers. Moreover, social capital is often a valuable byproduce of cultural activities whose main purpose is purely artistic.
(emphasis added, Putnam, 2000, p. 411)
By intention or not, Putnam's work echoes throughout CURRENT:LA – most
predominantly in the project's goal of establishing a "new paradigm for public art." This
new paradigm is assertively outward looking, regarding communities and citizens as key
stakeholders, interactivity and participation as aesthetic choices, and the public art
process as a democratizing experience. In future years, by emphasizing connectivity,
engagement, accessibility, and what we're calling "neighborliness" (in contrast with the
standard biennial model that focuses more on the art world and the business of art),
CURRENT:LA has the potential to upend conventional thinking about the roles, rules, and
responsibilities of social practice public art.

Social Capital Development through the Arts
We would argue that social capital theory and social impact assessment together could
support a robust and data-informed response to the perennially exhausting question of
"Why do arts and culture matter?" One answer could very well be because they enable the
real-time creation of social capital (as in CURRENT:LA). And how would we know and
measure what we know? By using well-established social impact assessment methods to
find and tell that crucial story.
While excellent impact studies have been done by researchers in the arts and culture
sectors, our inclination is to reach beyond such perspectives into the education sector,
specifically drawing on learning theory as a way to understand how the arts catalyze the
creation of social capital. What we know about how humans acquire knowledge, about
what motivates learning, engagement, and cooperation could be used to investigate
questions such as:
•

How do the arts reinforce the development of positive new values and attitudes?

•

What processes and mechanisms might underlie or account for the non-cognitive
effects of arts experiences?

•

How can involvement in arts and cultural activities motivate participation in civic
enterprises such as volunteering, voting, and community organizing?

•

Why do some activities lead to greater engagement than others, and what can that
tell us about persuasive social messages?

Much of what we're considering here lies in the affective domain, where feeling, emotion,
experience, and other phenomena dominate and where the expressive arts live and thrive.
As described by Krathwohl, Bloom, and Masia (1964), such phenomena develop into
committed action via iterative pathways leading from a simple willingness to receive to a
robust characterization by a value complex.
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To illustrate: The pathway opens to our consciousness through awareness – a
CURRENT:LA email blast, blog post, street banner, or the like – followed closely by our
paying selected attention. The act of noticing something, of not letting it slip past our
consciousness, provokes a variety of actions. We reach out, get information, plan,
participate, connect, gain new knowledge, respond and commit, acquire different
attitudes . . . and eventually may begin to describe ourselves as an "arts person." A
compelling external stimuli has become so intrinsic to our self-identity that we now
perceive it to be a propelling internal value.
In the realm of arts and culture, the precipitating event is the artgoing experience.
Engaging with an artwork or event, participating in public activities, immersing ourselves
in the setting and with other visitors, enjoying the social aspects, etc., all of these function
together to transform what may have begun as simple curiosity or a serendipitous
encounter into the real-time creation of social capital. Connectivity. Civil discourse.
Of course, in real life the path is not nearly so direct or predictable! Our attention drops
off, experiences disappoint, logistics annoy, the art offends or bores in some way.
Transformation requires favorable conditions, many of which are not in the sphere of
influence enjoyed by the arts. Assuming, however, that the winds are promising, an effect
pathway for the development of social capital through the arts might look something like
Figure 6 (next page).
Offered as a prototype only, our pathway recognizes that real transformation takes time.
That it is rare for a single arts encounter to truly alter a life course, to regenerate a longdead city center, or to resurrect vitality or personal wellbeing. The capacity of the arts,
however, to draw people together for pleasure, enjoyment, and beauty; for listening
closely and kindly; for imagining "what if" and considering the improbable – this capacity
is singular and precious. It has a power that must not be overlooked as we move into our
increasingly unpredictable and possibly perilous future.

For this reason, among others, I challenge America's artists,
the leaders and funders of our cultural institutions, as well
as ordinary Americans: Let us find ways to ensure . . .
significantly more Americans will participate in (not merely
consume or "appreciate") cultural activities from group
dancing to songfests to community theater to rap festivals.
Let us discover new ways to use the arts as a vehicle for
convening diverse groups of fellow citizens. (Putnam, 2000, p. 411)
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Driving the creation of
Processes of Change
I pay attention. Looks like fun. Easy to
access, relevant; social and recreational;
aligns with personal goals, beliefs,
expectancies, values, etc.
I go, I see, I do, I connect. I find new
friends. I explore neighborhoods I
didn't know existed.

I tell others. Social media, friends, family,
blog posts, colleagues, etc. I stay in
touch and do things with my new friends.
I look for more of the same. I read
and learn about art forms, cultures,
and related topics. I take people
with me to events.
I begin integrating similar experiences
in my daily life, my leisure plans, my
spending, my giving, my support for
public policies, and my social persona.
I consider myself an “arts person.” Many
of my friends and family are too. We
think of ourselves as "living artful lives.'
We purchase, donate, and volunteer.

Social Impacts & Social Capital
Awareness

Attention

Connectivity
Goodwill, fellowship, mutual
sympathy, and social intercourse that
allow us to connect with people unlike
ourselves.

Participation

New behaviors
Responsiveness

Civil discourse
Co-operation within or among groups
through community networks of civic
engagement.

Involvement

Visibility and credibility
of public art programs
Adaptation

New relationships
Norms of reciprocity, including but not
limited to shared values, beliefs, and
understandings.

Identification

New attitudes and values
Figure 6. Social Capital Development through the Arts
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SNAPSHOTS
Ninth District
Councilmember Curren D. Price, Jr.
Artists: Josh Callaghan & Daveed Kapoor
Artwork: Mast
Site: South LA Wetlands Park
Days Active: 30
Attendance: 771
Public Programs
• Community Services Unlimited – Intro
to the Park and Art; Earth Day Every Day
in South LA; Community Picnic
• Friends of the Los Angeles River – The
LA River: Connecting Water and Art
• KCHUNG – KPARK

Tenth District
Councilmember Herb J. Wesson, Jr.
Artist: Candice Lin
Artwork: A Hard White Body
Site: Westside Neighborhood Park
Days Active: 30
Attendance: 665
Public Programs
• UCLA Art+Sci Center – Water Canning
• Candice Lin – Kombucha Klub
• KCHUNG – KPARK

Ninth
Council
District

Tenth
Council
District
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FINDINGS
Real-time Creation of
Social Capital Part I
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W

e have argued that the creation of social capital was one of
CURRENT:LA's highest priority outcomes – if not the
highest. Noting several defining features of the construct,
we sketched out a process model by which the arts might
catalyze development of the beliefs, values, and behaviors that
underpin its many benefits. Although modest, our search of the
literature revealed a number of norms and criteria associated not only
with social capital but also with its close cousin, social impact –
properties such as:
•

Networks of civic engagement

•

Community/neighborhood networks

•

Goodwill, fellowship, mutual sympathy, and social intercourse

•

Cooperation and reciprocity

•

Honesty, reliability, and keeping of commitments

While acknowledging the worthiness of each of these qualities and themes, we also have
to acknowledge that a transitory single exposure to a public art installation is unlikely to
lead to anything as deep and profound as our list suggests. How then, can we answer one
of our key evaluation questions:
•

How effective/ineffective was CURRENT:LA in supporting the real-time
creation of social capital?

In this section, we put forward the notion of proximal outcomes and how we used them to
respond to questions of social capital development in CURRENT:LA. We draw on and
offer analyses of data collected in the field that point toward, if not THE answer, then a set
of findings that suggest the project did indeed contribute to the creation of social capital.
Considering the size, variety, and unevenness of our data corpus, here in Part I we've
focused on numbers (quantitative measures and findings), and in Part II on words and
narratives (qualitative measures and findings). In both cases, primary data were gathered
using scaled and short-answer survey items, vox pops, observational fieldwork, and
doodles and notes left by visitors at the HUB. Social media data scraping contributed a
modest amount of secondary information, as did Convenings and Conversations.

Discovering Social Capital via Proximal Outcomes
Proximal outcomes can be thought of as entry points that enable but do not guarantee
the achievement of long-term transformational goals. They are observed effects that
gesture towards or correlate with future changes that can neither be demonstrated
empirically (or at least not within the scope of this study), nor can occur without the
proximal outcome being present. In other words, the proximal outcome is necessary but
not sufficient – a possible catalyst, a probable contributor.
For example, in the social capital development model we introduced previously, the
measureable proximal outcome attention precedes that of participation, which itself
precedes responding and involvement (Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Awareness, Attention, and Participation as Social Capital Proximal Outcomes

Initial awareness  Paying attention which leads to
Participation  Making connections and new relationships which lead to
Responding and involvement  social capital and civil discourse.
We also want to note that several of CURRENT:LA's dimensions of success comprise
nested proximal outcomes. For example, since connectivity is not only a characteristic of
social capital but is itself a dimension, evidence that answers the question, Did the
initiative enhance Citywide connectivity? can inform our assessment of the project's
impact on and within the realm of social capital.

Part I: Quantitative Measures
Many definitions and explanations of social capital have surfaced in studies of the
construct over the last several decades, providing us with no small number of existing
measures to reference for our own. As we aimed neither to invent ways of collecting data
nor to plant our flag in new nomenclature, we turned first to the Social Capital Question
Databank (SCQD), an extensive survey dataset developed under the auspices of the
OECD (Scrivens & Smith, 2013); and second to several values-based studies and
evaluations done by Brown and his team at WolfBrown (see, for example, Brown, 2006;
Brown & Novak, 2007).
Organized around four primary interpretations (bolded in the excerpt below), the SCQD is
a compilation of 1,200 items from over 50 surveys and survey modules used throughout
the world. These include the World Values Survey, the Gallup World Poll, the International
Social Survey Programme, and the European Quality of Life Survey, along with national
questionnaires from 18 countries and a handful of instruments narrowly targeted to
features of the construct (e.g., civic health, social cohesion, political participation, etc.).
Although it is likely that there are many more surveys that have not as yet been
incorporated into the databank . . . [it] represents a very wide range of official
and non-official data sources. The databank itself is intended as a tool for
statisticians and researchers interested in the measurement of personal
relationships, social network support, civic engagement or trust and
cooperative norms, allowing users to search for different question formulations
by theme, country, survey name, etc. (Scrivens & Smith, 2013, p. 42)
Given that very few of the SCQD questions are 1) specific to arts/cultural activities or
engagement or 2) designed to measure change (i.e., increase or gain or creation), we not
only modified the items we pulled from the bank, but we also developed our own using
SCQD themes, language, and response categories.

What and How by the Numbers
Beliefs and Values. What we believe and what we value – i.e., what we think matters – are
tremendously potent motivators of our choices and actions. There is a much greater
chance that arts and cultural activities will lead to positive personal and social impacts
(e.g., create social capital) if people first believe that can happen. Likewise, people who
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value things like personal creativity and discovering new artists are more likely to consider
themselves to be "arts people" and act accordingly (Brown & Novak, 2007; McCarthy et al.,
2004). Beliefs and values drive personal investment: They inspire people to join in as
active and involved members of networked communities (Putnam, 2000). In the context
of CURRENT:LA, we view these as social capital's proximal outcomes.
We measured beliefs and values using Quick Takes – short paper surveys administered
after specific events where we felt people would be most amenable to responding. Two
Quick Takes were developed for the project, BELIEVE and IMPORTANT.
•

BELIEVE: How strongly do you believe projects like CURRENT:LA . . . (four-point
scale, I don't believe that; I believe that somewhat; I mostly believe that; I believe
that).
o . . . can help to strengthen community relationships?
o . . . can create opportunities for people to talk about what's happening in their
communities?
o . . . can help people feel more connected to their neighbors?
o . . . can help people feel more connected to other parts of Los Angeles?
o . . . can build mutual understanding between people from different
backgrounds and cultures?

•

IMPORTANT: How important to you is each of the following? (four-point scale,
Not very important; Somewhat important; Moderately important; Very important)
o Developing my creativity.
o Discovering new artists and new works of art.
o Experiencing deep emotions inspired by the arts.
o Being challenged intellectually by a work of art.
o Regular attendance at art and cultural events.
o Having things such as murals, music festivals, and art exhibits available to
everyone in my community.

Connectivity, Social Intercourse, and Neighborliness. Along with beliefs and values, we
wanted to find out if the CURRENT:LA experience left people feeling more connected; if
they felt being there with other visitors was a net positive; and if their visit made them
want to return. We measured these outcomes using our CURRENTConnections online
survey, asking respondents to reflect retrospectively on their visit.
•

How "true for you" is each of the following? (four-point scale, Not true for me =>
True for me; No opinion/not sure)
o It felt good to be sharing the experience with other people.
o I felt a greater sense of connection to the community I was visiting.
o Now that I've been to this neighborhood, I want to come back and explore a bit.

Findings
We collected 146 BELIEVE Quick Takes at four different sites during eight events:
Performances, lectures, screenings, and public practice programs. Visitors from 64 unique
ZIP or overseas postal codes completed the questionnaire. Ratings on items designed to
gauge belief as a condition necessary for the development of social capital are illustrated
in Figure 8.
•

The observed mean (average rating across all items) was 3.50 – significantly higher
than the theoretical scale mean (average if the distribution was normal) of 2.50.
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Figure 8. Social Capital Mean Ratings: How strongly do you believe projects like CURRENT:LA . . . ?
(N = 146; theoretical scale mean 2.50)
. . . can create opportunities for people to talk
about what's happening in their communities?

3.73

. . . can help people feel more connected to
other parts of the City?

3.58

. . . can help to strengthen community
relationships?

3.58

Observed Mean

3.50

. . . can help people feel more connected to
their neighbors?
. . . can build mutual understanding between
people from different backgrounds and
cultures?

3.35

3.25

A limited number of IMPORTANT Quick Takes were collected – 47 at two sites/events,
representing visitors from 28 unique ZIP Codes. Again, both the observed and the
individual item means were quite a bit higher than the theoretical mean (Figure 9).
Figure 9. Social Capital Mean Ratings: How important to you is . . . ?
(N = 47; theoretical scale mean 2.50)
Having things such as murals, music festivals,
and art exhibits available to everyone in my
community.

3.64

Developing my creativity.

3.38

Observed Mean

3.37

Being challenged intellectually by a work of art.

3.32

Experiencing deep emotions inspired by the
arts.
Discovering new artists and new works of art.

Regular attendance at art and cultural events.

3.28

3.23

3.21
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Lastly, the CREATIVEConnections online survey was completed by 147 visitors (16 sites,
multiple events and programs), representing 70 unique ZIP Codes. Below we offer two
views of the data: First a chart with item means (Figure 10), and then a table of field
summaries with percentages and narrative text (Table 13). We collapsed the response
categories for the latter, with "Fairly true" and "True" weighing on the positive side and "A
little true" and "Not true" on the negative.
Figure 10. Social Capital Mean Ratings: How true for you is each of the following?
(N = 147; theoretical scale mean 2.50)
It felt good to be sharing the experience with
other people.

3.72

Now that I've been to this neighborhood, I
want to come back and explore a bit.

3.25

I felt a greater sense of connection to the
community I was visiting.

2.93

Table 13. Social Capital Field Summaries: How true for you is each of the following?
(N = 147)
It felt good to be sharing the experience with other people.
Not true for me.

0.7%

A little true for me.

4.2%

Fairly true for me.

17.6%

True for me.

77.5%

95.1% of respondents gave positive reports
regarding the social aspects of their
CURRENT:LA experience.

Now that I've been to this neighborhood, I want to come back and explore a bit.
Not true for me.

8.5%

A little true for me.

12.3%

Fairly true for me.

24.5%

True for me.

54.7%

79.2% said they wanted to return to the
neighborhood in the future.

I felt a greater sense of connection to the community I was visiting.
Not true for me.

14.2%

A little true for me.

18.3%

Fairly true for me.

28.3%

True for me.

39.2%

67.5% described feeling more connected to
the community during their visit.
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Discussion
Although limited in quantity and representativeness, the data here are suggestive of links
between attending a CURRENT:LA event or site and essential characteristics of social
capital. Much more information would be needed to determine any degree of causality, of
course, but considering the experimental nature of the project overall, we're encouraged
by what we've found.
First, we see the undeniable presence of key underlying conditions, the values and beliefs
proposed as necessary for the development of social capital. Visitors to the artworks and
public programs unequivocally asserted their conviction that "projects like CURRENT:LA"
can contribute to civic dialogue, foster connections and relationships, and cultivate
understanding between dissimilar individuals and communities. At the community level,
they want equitable access to arts and culture; on the personal level, they prize not only
their own creativity but also the intellectual challenges and rich emotional involvement
that can accompany artgoing. Finally, we see self-reports of feelings or viewpoints
associated with CURRENT:LA that resemble important characteristics of the construct:
Connectivity, neighborliness, and social intercourse.
We don't know, though, if these measured outcomes were created by CURRENT:LA. Or, if
they were, what features of the experience were most critical to their emergence. Was it
the artwork itself, the information panels, the beauty of the setting, the friends who came
along, the adventure of being somewhere new, the what? We also don't know what
happened after CURRENT:LA, if the positive feeling, affirmations of value, and awakened
desire for connectivity ever came to anything.
As unsatisfying as the caveats and limitations are, however, we consider these findings to
be a fingerpost pointing in potentially fruitful directions. In the next section, Social Capital
Part II, we take a look at the qualitative complements to the numbers – filling in, rounding
out, extending, and even at times countering the ideas we've presented here.
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SNAPSHOTS
Eleventh District
Councilmember Mike Bonin
Artist: Gala Porras-Kim
Artwork: Supplement to Ballona

Discovery Park Informative Signs
Site: Del Rey Lagoon Park
Days Active: 30
Attendance: 785
Public Programs
• UCLA Art+Sci Center –
Birdsong Diamond Wetlands
• KCHUNG – KPARK

Eleventh Council District
Twelfth Council District
Twelfth District
Councilmember Mitchell Englander
Artist: Lucky Dragons
Artwork: Δ (Delta)
Site: Bee Canyon Park
Days Active: 23
Attendance: 219
Public Programs
• Women's Center for Creative
Work – Song of Eurydice
• KCHUNG – KPARK
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FINDINGS
Real-time Creation of
Social Capital Part II
88

"T

he numbers" gave us several views of the relationship
between CURRENT:LA and key features of social capital.
Significant majorities of survey respondents reported
having both the beliefs and values required for building
"networks of civic engagement" (Scrivens & Smith, 2013, p.
13) that enable them to "connect with people unlike
ourselves" (Putnam, 2000, p. 411). They also said their
CURRENT:LA experience made them feel 1) more
connected to the community they'd visited, 2) more
interested in returning to the neighborhood, and 3)
positively about the social aspects of their visit.
Taken together, these data suggest that, at the very least, the initiative
contributed to the conditions that support the real-time creation of social
capital. They don't tell the whole story, though – they need to be shaped and
deepened by individual insights and personal observations made either "in
the moment" or on later reflection.
In this section we dip into our set of qualitative data collected in-person and
online during the run of CURRENT:LA. Using a three-step analysis process,
we first organized and coded the data and then associated them with
themes and features of social capital – some of which we've touched on
previously, others that surfaced during our analysis. We were looking not
only for information that would complement our quantitative findings, but
also for insights and observations that might serve as launching pads for
further investigation and discovery.

Part II: Qualitative Measures
The purpose of analyzing and synthesizing a qualitative data corpus is first to coax
patterns to the surface – that is, learning what the work is about – and then to illustrate
those themes and structures with specific words or phrases. Some of our conceptual
frames for CURRENT:LA preceded data collection (e.g., dimensions of success for the
project and definitions culled from professional and scholarly publications), while others
were developed during close readings of the corpus. Our process was relatively simple.
1.

After gathering together the narrative responses into one dataset, we conducted a
three-level coding process (handwork and Excel).
a. For our codes, we used either already-established thematic language or words
and phrases that preserved the speaker's voice.

2. We clustered the codes using an iterative process of sorting, comparing, renaming, and collapsing to reduce redundancy.
3. We selected out quotes that best represented emergent motifs and unifying
ideas, that cut across the preponderance of the data to both reveal and exemplify
essential themes and constructs.
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What and How In Their Own Words
There were four ways in which CURRENT:LA visitors could share insights, questions,
suggestions, and discoveries: Short-answer survey items, Vox Pops, Doodles, and social
media postings. Most took the opportunity to tell about "what happened" – what they did,
whether they liked the artwork, what meaning it held for them, if they enjoyed themselves,
and the like.
Among those comments, though, are piquant observations that directly or indirectly
gesture towards the presence of social capital. We found evidence of connectivity,
neighborhood attachment, social intercourse, and the importance and value placed on
cultural activities. People also mentioned when they felt such things were not well
supported by CURRENT:LA, whether in outreach and engagement activities or in the
events themselves.
These open-ended, free response opportunities also elicited an un-looked-for and quite
delightful theme, one we'd not seen elsewhere: The sense of pride CURRENT:LA visitors
took in their identity as Angeleños. In their self-images as citizens of this very interesting
place. "Only here," as several wrote. "I love LA!" This feeling of belongingness, of being
where one is meant to be, anchors individual resilience and investment in community and
is itself considered an indicator of social capital (Lochner et al., 1999; Pooley et al, 2005;
Carpiano & Hystad, 2011).

Findings
We located five social capital-related themes nested within our narrative data. The
clusters below include not only quotes that affirm the presence or development of the
highlighted pattern or topic, but also critical statements that – by lamenting absence or
suggesting improvements – imply a desire for some future manifestation of a theme.

Citywide
connectivity

•

Our beautiful Los Angeles River. We are all connected
by the WATER.

•

The neat thing about public art is it's a scavenger hunt:
You end up seeing untraveled corners of the city you
never knew existed.

•

My family and I enjoyed experiencing a part of the city we'd never visited before, one
that felt forgotten then recently discovered, with signs of activity in the land art, site
sculptures, and intermittent landscaping. We want to return when the summer dies
down and it's cooler and we can stroll along the river.

•

Then the tea ceremony and food cooking, it felt like a community. We've been to the
park before and we thought this could become an ongoing gathering place for
community happenings.

•

The audience was overwhelmingly artists, mostly white, not from Pacoima. How can
this kind of work better engage the public? Or is this something that is impossible?

•

Never been to San Pedro before, cute and welcoming.

•

I wished that there was more of a discourse on how the river connects or separates
its two sides - Boyle Heights and Downtown.

We'll be back! We're visiting all the sites.
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Importance and
valuing of
cultural activities

•

Truly transformative. So refreshing to have an art
festival be about democratizing voices and
obliterating creative or institutional hierarchies in the
process! Water is sacred and it feels so great to
organize around it, as artist, community leaders, and
people.

•

I'd like to see more of these types of public art projects in interesting neighborhoods
around LA.

•

So many things I didn't know or have just driven by for years. EVERYBODY SHOULD
SEE THIS MOVIE!

•

¡Que bonita! The wind in the sail and the music. We felt very peaceful and the kids
want to go out on a boat now. Will this be staying in the park?

•

It's so exciting that it's here! We just don't get these things in Studio City. Maybe
because people believe that we have so much money that we must already have
them. We need these things here. I wish it could stay longer!

•

We'd like to have more events and festivals in our neighborhood. The Valley is
neglected.

•

The kids love the donut. It's not what we think of as art but that's ok.

•

Please keep the Monument. The dancing was amazing, teatro en español, we never
get that. ¡Gracias! Come back!

Do some more of these exhibits here.
•

It would be wonderful to have more of these events in
our Norman O. Houston Park. This is a wonderful
neighborhood.

Neighborhood
attachment

•

It was really fun to have something to do that we could
walk to, even though it was the stinky river :)

•

This is our park, we go all the time.

•

I can't believe that was right there down the street and we didn't know about it! How
about a block party or dancing? I wish it were longer and was more than one
weekend we had a blast :)

•

¡Increíble! Todo el mundo a cantar, bailar, celebrando. ¡Estamos Echo Park y estamos
orgullosos! [Incredible! The whole world sings, dances and celebrates! We are Echo
Park and we are proud!]

•

We walk in this park almost every day, and want to know more about the geodome . . . I
think there are a lot of people from the neighborhood that would be interested in the
events and music.

•

Can't believe I've never been to BOWTIE before, it's right in my neighborhood. Will
be coming back.

I live next door. We're here almost every day.
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•

This is why I love living here. You go to the park and
monks are chanting. Where else would we get to see
this? So LA.

•

I walked down to the river and I said "This is it. This is
where I'm happy. This is home."

Belongingness &
identity

•

100% Los Angeles night on the river, the beautiful, beautiful river! We love Los
Angeles, we ARE Los Angeles!

•

I found my place. This is my place.

•

Only in LA!

•

I loved the event at Bowtie I went to as well as the UnderLA event at 1st Street Bridge.
Truly amazing. You made me love LA! And I ran into friends. Everyone loved the work
so much. We talked about how happy we were to be in LA right now.

•

That's the way we do it in LA. Yeah.

These kinds of things are why we live in LA
•

I visit museums often, but this experience was so much
about engaging with a group and I felt much more
emotionally involved. I'm looking forward to visiting the
other sites during this month.

•

Great bonding experience! Nature Fun Time!

•

I'm glad that CURRENT:LA is here. Having an event gives a reason to get together and
go somewhere – and in the process discover new things and see a new section of
the urban landscape.

•

We're here every weekend and have had lots of conversations with people about the
doughnut. It's strange but very interesting.

•

I went by myself but ended up meeting new people and talking to them about the
work.

Social
intercourse and
new relationships

I felt very moved and happy to be part of a community experience.
Discussion
Do these data add to our understanding of the initiative's success at generating, if not
social capital itself, then one or more outcomes nearby the construct – proximal
outcomes? We think yes, although we must again note the limitations of our data corpus.
Negative comments about CURRENT:LA were so few as to be outliers, but whether this
was because nearly everyone felt they'd had a positive experience or because people
who didn't enjoy themselves didn't bother to respond to any of our queries we cannot
know. As seen in our quantitative analysis, our data corpus is rich and interesting but not
terribly large. Some sites are overrepresented relative to attendance, and others (in
particular, Echo Park Lake) underrepresented.
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There are, however, similar and distinct patterns threaded throughout the data we've been
examining. True, they may describe only those individuals who had a good time, felt
connected and neighborly, enjoyed the social aspects of their visit, and then decided "I
want to fill out a survey!" But we think it more likely that our data are representative
enough for real-world interpretations.
Returning, then, to our question,
•

How effective/ineffective was CURRENT:LA in supporting the real-time
creation of social capital?

Considering these data alongside those we explored in Part I, and keeping in mind both
the limitations we've noted and those we have not, we would assert that CURRENT:LA
was effective in supporting the real-time creation of social capital. Effective in generating
the opportunities and circumstances that make possible the journey from awareness and
attention to participation, connections, and new relationships. In some instances,
visitors could and did go even further, responding to and getting involved in artmaking
and environmental projects, family events, panel discussions, and other group activities.
And it might surprise those who think Los Angeles has "no there there" to learn that
CURRENT:LA also appears to have prompted a joyous and proud sense of belonging as
citizens and Angeleños. That finding alone speaks to the potential for public art to
address aesthetic goals while "transcending conventional social barriers" (Putnam, 2000,
p. 411) – making possible the interdependent relationships and honest conversations
necessary to the healthy functioning of civil societies.
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SNAPSHOTS
Thirteenth District
Councilmember Mitch O'Farrell

Artist: Teresa Margolles
Artwork: La Sombra (The Shade)
Site: Echo Park Lake
Days Active: 30
Attendance: 15,079
Public Programs
• Teatro Jornalero Sin Fronteras –

Agua, La Vida (Water, Life)
•

KCHUNG – KPARK

Thirteenth
Council
District

Fourteenth
Council
District

Fourteenth District
Councilmember Jose Huizar
Artists: Refik Anadol &
Peggy Weil
Artwork: UnderLA:

1st Street Bridge
Site: Historic 1st Street Bridge
Days Active: 4
Attendance: 594
Public Programs
• KCHUNG – KPARK
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FINDINGS
Issue Awareness
95

A

mong CURRENT:LA's varied dimensions of success was an
intentional focus on water as a framing device and guiding
motif for the development of artworks, public programming,
and operational strategies (marketing, graphics, website
design, etc.). Seeking to generate "dialogue around waterbased issues" and "civic discourse on the issue of water and
allied topics such as infrastructure, drought, ecology, and
conservation," the DCA and CURRENT:LA's team of artists,
technicians, producers, and managers set out to:
•

Elevate awareness of water as a global issue
o . . . [as indicated by] changes in public perceptions, attitudes and
behaviors around water infrastructure, ecology and water conservation
o . . . [as indicated by] attitudinal and behavioral changes related to issues
such as water and drought

While not as high profile as other outcome goals such as maximizing attendance and
fostering the development of social capital, issue awareness was both an important
curatorial focus and a production concept. Artists and public programmers were
instructed to use water as a theme in their proposals and plans, while sites for artworks
were – on the whole – selected and oriented in relationship to a natural or man-made
water feature.
Here we turn our attention to whether and what CURRENT:LA visitors learned about
water and LA's delivery infrastructure, the environment, and conservation.

Awareness: How Much and What Kind?
Questions about gains in awareness come with a grab bag of evaluation challenges,
especially in time-limited, geographically diffuse projects such as CURRENT:LA. The
impossibility of obtaining "before" measures that are any more reliable than self-reports,
coupled with the ever-so-quick exposure to artworks or programs (i.e., the "intervention")
puts what amounts to assessing learning on shaky ground indeed.
Further confounding any effort to measure increased awareness is the presence of prior
knowledge. Water and drought have long been pressing concerns in California. Rights,
acquisition, equitable access, conservation, cleanliness – there has never been a time
when water was not in the news. Maybe not always on the front page, but the relationship
between America's westward expansion and the state's water resources is deeply etched
into our laws and politics, patterns of homesteading and community building, rural-urban
divides, and numerous other structures and functions. Anyone living in Los Angeles in
2016 who was not aware of water as a global and local issue was not paying attention.
What, then, can we discover, assert, test, quantify, or describe? As in our investigation of
social capital, we started with the assumption that beliefs and values – measured using
Quick Take surveys – underpin the potential for public art experiences to spark shifts in
knowledge, attitudes, or behaviors. We also asked participants to report perceived
changes in their level of awareness, in how they might be thinking differently about
water. Our aim was to collect evidence of, if not precisely learning, then a new or renewed
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attention to and/or understanding of water's critical role in ensuring the health and wellbeing of the region.
Our assortment of mixed-methods instruments and response modes included three
scaled items from the BELIEVE Quick Take and one from the IMPORTANT Quick Take;
scaled and short-answer items from our online CURRENTConnections survey; and openended comments from Vox Pops, Doodles, and social media postings.

Awareness: By the Numbers
In Figure 11, we've charted the means for BELIEVE Quick Take items designed to measure
the strength of people's beliefs that cultural programs can cause changes in awareness,
understanding, attitudes, and behaviors. These are quite high, especially considering the
theoretical scale mean of 2.5 (four-point scale, I don't believe that; I believe that
somewhat; I mostly believe that; I believe that).
Figure 11. Issue Awareness Mean Ratings: How strongly do you believe projects like CURRENT:LA . . .
(N = 146; theoretical scale mean 2.50)
. . . can create awareness of urgent social and
environmental causes?

3.56

. . . can change how we understand and
respond to important local issues?

3.54

Observed Scale Mean

3.50

. . . can change people's attitudes and
behaviors around critical concerns such as
water conservation?

3.40

CURRENT:LA visitors not only believe, they also value. As seen in Figure 12, two-thirds of
those who completed an IMPORTANT Quick Take reported that involvement in social or
environmental causes was very important to them (four-point scale, Not very important;
Somewhat important; Moderately important; Very important; no one selected the lowest
rating).
Moderately
important
21.3%

Somewhat
important
12.8%

Figure 12. Issue Awareness: How important

to you is . . .
. . . involvement in social or
environmental causes?

Very
important
66.0%
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In contrast with these affirmative statements, people's reports about what changed for
them as a result of their visit do not indicate their beliefs and values were reflected in or
substantiated by whatever they experienced. The three items charted below (Figure 13)
were included in a group of 12 designed to measure overall experience, social capital, and
issue awareness (four-point scale, Not true for me => True for me; No opinion/not sure).
Figure 13. Issue Awareness Mean Ratings: How true for you is each of the following?
(N = 147; theoretical scale mean 2.50)
Observed Scale Mean

3.02

My eyes were opened to issues, ideas, or
viewpoints I'd not considered before.

2.57

I started thinking differently about L.A.'s water
infrastructure.
The whole experience got me thinking about
how I use water every day.

2.21
1.93

What to make of this conflict between what respondents said they believe and value and
what they took away from CURRENT:LA? What did or didn't happen that, while creating
positive and meaningful experiences, failed in most cases to lead to heightened
understanding of the biennial's organizing topic?
We think it likely that the lack of explicit connections between water awareness and most
(not all!) of the artworks and programs, along with a shortage of concrete, relevant
learning activities, are the two factors most responsible for the gaps seen here. On the
whole, practitioners (and some researchers) in the cultural sector rely on the concept of
"transfer of learning" to support claims about the power of the arts to effect changes in
what people know and believe. Transfer of learning refers to our ability to take knowledge
and skills from one situation and apply them in new situations. While transfer can and
does occur, it rarely does so without some kind of instruction, guided practice, and/or
skilled feedback.
•

For example, I visited the fountains installed at Cheviot Hills and learned about the
artist's conceptual journey by reading the didactics. I enjoyed my visit. But!
o Was my understanding of water as a global issue elevated? No, because I
wasn't made aware of any connections between the issue and the artwork. Nor
was my attention purposefully drawn to links between the fountains and our
water infrastructure, ecology, or conservation. Nor was I provided with tips for
changing my attitudes and/or behaviors related to water and drought.

We don't learn to read by standing near a library. We need to be taught to read, we need
examples of the value of reading, we need to practice reading, and we need to get good
enough at reading to enjoy it. We become readers. Artgoing essentially works the same
way. Prior knowledge is the groundwork for all subsequent knowledge, and while we may
experience the "doing and undergoing" (Dewey, 1934, p. 48) of the artist when we gaze
upon her work, that does not mean we take away anything but our fond memories. Issue
awareness, changed attitudes, new skills or understanding – these are not naturally
occurring byproducts of viewing art or participating in brief arts-based activities.
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Awareness: In Their Own Words
While the learning and behavioral changes desired by CURRENT:LA may not have taken
root in the daily life of the average visitor, people nonetheless made their own waterrelated connections and offered up un-looked-for stories. As people will. The narrative
dataset we compiled is rich with observations that we found both thoughtful and
thought-provoking (Figure 14).
Figure 14. Issue Awareness In Their Own Words: We'd love to hear more . . .

Didn't feel much hope
last night but at least
there's a conversation
going. I think many
people ARE changing
how they use water
and the negativity can
be discouraging.

water

This is from my mother. The play about
immigration and water was her story
too. She was very emotional afterwards.

Water should be free.

I love the idea of using the
river as a canvas.

Just to stand on the 1st
Street Bridge and gaze
upon the projections of
our aquifer on the
banks was stunning.
Then to think about
how little of the water
flowing in the river is
being captured and
reused by our city and
region was really eye
opening.

We don't need convincing that we're in a crisis, we
don't need to join hands and "engage" with the Mother
over water. We need solutions, and we need hard
conversations about what as a species we're up
against. Lecturing and finger-pointing and collegiate
activism isn't going to solve anything. We need
science, knowledge, data, facts, and the political
leadership to make difficult decisions.

These talks should
continue. I'm very
involved with water
and environmental
issues and if people
are informed they
change their habits.

No idea this park
was here or that
it's a special place
for water
treatment. Should
be more like it all
over LA.

Water is sacred
and it feels so great
to organize around
it, as artists,
community leaders,
and people.

This collective
narrative about
water matters
greatly.

water
You can't talk about
water in LA without
talking about the River.

Every drop counts! Drink it
in. Water, cool clear water.

Let it be that the women no
longer carry the water.
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Discussion
Did CURRENT:LA visitors take away water-related new knowledge and awareness from
their experiences? Yes, with caveats. The highest ratings and most positive comments
were gathered at sites and programs having strong links to the initiative's particular
themes and topics. For example,
•

Film screenings and lectures at Sunnynook Park

•

Panel discussions and nursery activities at The HUB

•

Native plant propagation and wildcraft activities at Sepulveda Basin

•

UnderLA projections at 1st Street Bridge and Origin of the LA River (although
visitors said they had to read and/or ask questions to understand what they were
watching)

•

Pop-Up Water Bar at Cheviot Hills Recreation Center

Sites and programs without reasonably explicit connections communicated through the
artwork itself, the didactics, or arts-based instruction (e.g., Devon Tsuno's booklet and
presentation) did not support the project's desire to elevate awareness of water as a
global issue. As one visitor wryly noted about an installation:

There's no water in it, so it will make you think about water. Obviously.
In the end, if you want people to learn something, you have to teach them. If CURRENT:LA
is to succeed at contributing meaningfully to conversations about pressing social,
environmental, and cultural issues, the artworks and programs will likely need to be
shaped more actively towards that end. However, this presents real challenges to curators
and project managers: How much pushing and prodding and stipulating is appropriate in
the context of an individual artist's creative process?
Considering the nature of CURRENT:LA as a social impact initiative, partly paid for with
public funds and having unambiguous purposes such as raising awareness, we think there
is significant room for increased collaborative planning and decision making by both
creative and production team members. Yes, the line between enough and too much
input into an artistic work product is thin. When does a commission turn into art-for-hire?
When does an artist become a mere vendor of services? But not all commissions are
appropriate for all artists. And not all artists are able to accomplish the goals and
objectives of social impact projects. Many may not even be interested in the attempt.
The paradigm shift sought by CURRENT:LA's planners primarily addressed breaking the
conventional biennial model, inviting the public into the artmaking process and putting
that process into spaces "owned" by the people who use them on a regular basis. We
suggest going further: Shift the curatorial process as well, by re-thinking and re-inventing
how artworks and artists are chosen and managed, not just how and where the projects
are presented. For example, pilot one or two community-driven installations or festivals
that incorporate cultural asset mapping, in which the artist is a coach and "more
knowledgeable other" rather than an auteur. Or ask an artist or artist team to develop an
overarching, participatory thematic project with creative literacy and topical learning as its
primary aims. In conventional curation, the experiential focus is on the artwork; in the new
paradigm, the City of Los Angeles IS the experience.
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SNAPSHOT
Fifteenth Council District
Fifteenth District
Councilmember Joe Buscaino
Artist: Michael Parker
Artwork: The Ides
Site: Point Fermin Park
Days Active: 30
Attendance: 6,943
Public Programs
• Michael Parker – Juicerinas
• KCHUNG – KPARK
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LAST WORDS
Did CURRENT:LA . . . ?
102

E

valuations are first and foremost concerned with
improvement of practice. Program and organizational
leaders and managers need information to answer
questions such as What happened? What worked, and

what didn't work, and why? What do we need to do to
make things work better? And, of course, how do we use
what we've learned to tell the world about our project?
While complex and in some cases more ambiguous than
not, evaluative takeaways from projects such as
CURRENT:LA still need to link back to a set of questions
that help stakeholders find out if their efforts succeeded.
In turn, the most powerful and useful measures of success
come from those very stakeholders – from their vision,
their ideas, their hopes, from whatever it was that
compelled them to make a plan, assemble resources, and
do the work needed achieve their ambitions.
What Did Success Look Like for CURRENT:LA?
Definitions of success for CURRENT:LA included both instrumental and
experiential dimensions/goals. The former were essentially outputs (e.g.,
attendance, services, artworks, programs, project management), the latter
outcomes (e.g., enjoyment, valuing, connectivity). While we did encounter
unexpected lines of inquiry along the way, we built our evaluation plan
primarily around questions linked to the dimensions/goals – questions
formed in consultation with stakeholders using planning and grant
documents, press releases, meetings and interviews, and a review of the
literature.
In this Final Report, we documented and sought understanding of
constructs and phenomena that included effectiveness, motivation, social
capital, visitor experience, and learning. In brief:
•

Did CURRENT:LA . . .
o maximize attendance?
o support the real-time creation of social capital?
o stimulate greater recognition and value [of arts and culture,
water and water infrastructure, public art, etc.] within the
public realm?
o elevate awareness of water as a global issue?
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Considering the evidence presented here, along with other interesting if not readily
sorted bits of data (including images, artifacts, fieldnotes, official documents and memos,
etc.), we would assert that much of what CURRENT:LA set out to do was realized in part if
not always in full. We see clear achievement of attendance and participation goals, as well
as of a variety of important measures of social capital such as perceptions of increased
connectivity and neighborliness. Did CURRENT:LA "create" those feelings or fuel alreadylurking sensibilities and beliefs? We don't know – we think likely both mechanisms were
in action. Similarly with indicators of valuing: Inspired by CURRENT:LA, actively present,
or present-but-latent? Response patterns in self-reports are tantalizing but inconclusive.
The goals of raising awareness of issues surrounding the theme of water and increasing
knowledge of topics such as LA's water infrastructure were supported (self-reported data)
when directly addressed in an event, artwork, or engagement activity. In situations where
learning about a specific theme or topic was an explicit objective. Did people really gain
new awareness or knowledge, or were they reporting on the perception of having done
so? We don't know: In order to measure learning we need to know what the activity
purported to teach, to generate and administer an assessment, and to test and analyze the
data. None of which would be wanted or feasible under the circumstances!
Whether acting as a catalyst, accelerant, stimulant, or contributory factor, CURRENT:LA
had definite and generally positive effects on participants. In addition to our set of
distinctive evaluation questions, we sought to understand why people attended
(motivation and interest) and what happened to them when they visited (qualities of their
experience and feelings of engagement). These were important in and of themselves, but
are also strongly linked to our priority questions: If the project failed to meet people's
expectations or reflect their interests, if their visits were remembered negatively, there
would be little reason for them to feel more connected (wanting to go back and explore),
to be open to new relationships, to value public art or the arts generally, etc.
Overwhelmingly, people were looking for opportunities to spend time with friends and
family, to enjoy themselves and experience something new. They were not particularly
concerned about having aesthetic, intellectual, or even emotional encounters – although
all of those did occur. And they appear to have gotten what they wanted: Fun, social
adventures that introduced them to different neighborhoods and new experiences.
Which, while not what some might consider "high level" outcomes – regenerating urban
neighborhoods, changing attitudes and behaviors, transforming public spaces,
stimulating civic discourse – are nonetheless the things that encourage people to come
out and get involved at all, to step outside the day-to-day muddle (even if it's just down
the street) and make their meaning and build their community in and through the arts.

Stumbles: What Didn't Work?
We've remarked previously on components or strategies that didn't achieve the project's
desired goals; however, we don't believe we can offer truly surprising insights regarding
the problems faced by CURRENT:LA's management and production teams. In
subsequent meetings and conversations, not only did staff and contractors acknowledge
nearly all the issues we raised, they usually added to our list based on their unique
perspectives and skills. Some problems were solved in the field; some mitigated as well
as possible and put in the "next time" files; and some were not solvable given the
conditions on the ground.
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Rather than un-usefully pointing fingers at stumbles already recognized, we've identified
five overarching areas of concern. These are not meant to be all-inclusive; rather, they
reflect repeated observations and representative participant data.
•

Visitors struggled with (and complained regularly about) wayfinding, directions/
maps, the website, the calendar, and promotional efforts –not being able to find
where they wanted to go and to get information they needed easily and quickly.

•

There were missteps at public activities; e.g., programmers not showing up on
time or not being prepared; rough, confused load-ins that caused visitors to give
up and leave; and not enough volunteers for safe crowd control. In some cases,
artworks and signage were not ready for opening weekend or even later.

•

Communication glitches between CURRENT:LA team members and between the
team and local officials caused at least one significant disruption; at other times,
whether because not enough attention was paid or instructions were incorrect,
people weren't where they were supposed to be or doing what they were
supposed to be doing.

•

Very often, community members spontaneously expressed surprised at seeing
something happening in their park that they didn't know about. Many said how
disappointed they were not to know about CURRENT:LA, as they would like to
have been more involved.

Finally, the stated interest in creating opportunities for "civic discourse" was not well
supported by the design and implementation of social media components. There was
limited evidence that visitors were responding to or reporting about their experience(s)
online – many of the photos and postings that did make it onto social media were from
the artists, from CURRENT:LA and DCA staff or others associated with the project, and
from members of the LA arts media and community. While there were hundreds of
thousands of "hits" registered on various platforms, we too-infrequently saw people
sharing ideas or impressions or responding to others' posts. The most passionate
discussion on Facebook came from the "Save San Pedro" community group – a backand-forth about how to get Michael Parker's The Ides taken down!

Next Time . . .
Knowing that the DCA and CURRENT:LA managers are already reviewing data, solving
problems, and planning for the next biennial, we nevertheless want to offer a few
recommendations that draw on both the data presented here as well as on our
experience in a variety of settings as cultural workers, producers, and educators.
•

Begin earlier and bring contractors together as soon as possible and more
frequently. Perhaps include social, meet 'n greet types of activities.

•

Clearer lines of management and decision-making are needed. A hierarchical chart
of people and projects might prove very useful: Where does the buck stop and is
that person/office consistently available to answer questions and approve
choices?

•

We suggest more care in the use of exclusive "arts" language and jargon (including
on-site signage and didactics). If one of the goals is to attract non-arts-going
visitors, specialized wording and vocabulary act as barriers to involvement.
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•

Some projects need more monitoring than others, both artworks and public
programs. Several were top-notch and professional; others slip-shod and poorly
produced. Every element reflects back on CURRENT:LA and the City of Los Angeles,
but not every artist is equal to the task of driving their work without nudges.

•

Proposals submitted for funding can reach beyond the production capacity of the
individual or group seeking support. While CURRENT:LA gave people the
opportunity to stretch creatively and to challenge themselves artistically, in several
cases the projects were not realized to the level described in proposal documents.
Especially, we found, in the area of website development: Online elements, if
proposed, were either not completed at all, not completed as described, or not
completed on time. "Virtual CURRENT" and its potential for fostering dialogue and
participation suffered accordingly.

•

There might also be an artwork and/or public program that integrates data
collection into its concept and design. Asking or answering questions using a
keyboard or touchscreen, taking pictures and uploading them, building or painting
an object, playing an instrument – all kinds of visitor activities can also act as
research tools. Understanding the reluctance to proscribe or drop into an artist's
process, we suggest a targeted RFQ be used to find data-informed and data-aware
artists for such a project or program.

•

More and earlier community engagement – don't leave it up to the artists.
CURRENT:LA is a rich, organic context for involving, integrating, and collaborating
with neighborhoods and local communities. The communication and relationshipbuilding required are time-consuming and demanding, though, and difficult to
succeed at while also attempting to create a significant artwork. Hiring someone
specifically to initiate, develop, and manage community groups could be both
efficient and highly effective.

Last but not least: From our perspective as evaluators and researchers, we would also like
to see CURRENT:LA take better advantage of the many ways that people can both
respond to and partake of the artworks and programs.
•

As Virtual CURRENT is more fully developed and implemented, playful activities
such as make-your-owns and scavenger hunts could be used as data collection
instruments and even become documentary artifacts.

•

An app could be developed with randomized pop-up questions that lessen the
increasingly common "oh, no, I gotta take a survey?" burden.

•

A dedicated Visitor Response Area (VRA) should be designed as part of the
project's HUB, with several opportunities to record one's impressions and thoughts
(or complaints!), plus training for HUB personnel on how to oversee the
measurement activities and maintain the VRA.

•

Measurement, assessment, documentation, evaluation all need to be a part of the
website design from the beginning. Every page has the potential to tell us
something about what's happening and how people are experiencing the initiative,
whether through easy-to-answer questions embedded in the page itself or buttons
linking to surveys, Quick Takes, or even social media platforms and ongoing
discussions.
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Endnote
CURRENT:LA Water was a social practice public art initiative comprising high quality
artworks, participatory experiences, and virtual platforms located in and connected by the
City of Los Angeles. At the heart of CURRENT:LA were the people – residents, artists,
park managers, business owners, funders, volunteers – living and working in 16 of LA's
distinctly remarkable neighborhoods. We wanted to see what they were seeing, hear
what they had to say, and find out what CURRENT:LA meant to them and their families.
Most of our efforts were focused on measuring the tangible – attendance, services,
artworks, programming. Nonetheless, within the sometimes relentless demands of
production and project management were woven the more intangible human experiences
that gave CURRENT:LA its texture, meaning, and significance. The dad standing knee-deep
in creek water, hunched over a box of dirt as he helped his daughter make a planter. The
Ukrainian tourist running back from the parking lot (where he left his family) to toot on a
Juicerina in a sunset concert. The group of abuelas visiting La Sombra to light candles and
pray for friends and relatives, "victims of lethal violence" on the streets of Los Angeles. Kids
fishing off the sides of the Water Pavilion. Families picnicking before a screening of
Exquisite Corpse. Teenagers gathering around Mast to text and talk and just hang out.
DCA General Manager Danielle Brazell talked about CURRENT:LA as a "gift" to the City of
Los Angeles. Perhaps in the final accounting, the gift was not just about artworks,
economics, regeneration, discourse, new paradigms, and the like, but also about making
experiential spaces for people. City life can be harsh and relentless – public spaces
shaped for relaxing and reflecting, playing and praying, singing and dancing, listening and
talking can both relieve and refresh. Keeping the people at the center of CURRENT:LA,
integrated throughout the process, will ensure the initiative remains relevant, original,
responsive, and forward-thinking. After all,

What is the city but the people?
(Shakespeare, Coriolanus, III.i.244)
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CURRENT:LA Water artworks and public programs were commissioned by
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held in perpetuity by the originating artist(s).
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About the City of Los Angeles Department of Cultural Affairs
As a leading progressive arts and cultural agency, DCA empowers Los Angeles’ vibrant
communities by supporting and providing access to quality visual, literary, musical, performing,
and educational arts programming; managing vital cultural centers; preserving historic sites;
creating public art; and funding services provided by arts organizations and individual artists.
Formed in 1925, DCA promotes arts and culture as a way to ignite a powerful dialogue, engage
LA’s residents and visitors, and ensure LA’s varied cultures are recognized, acknowledged, and
experienced. DCA’s mission is to strengthen the quality of life in Los Angeles by stimulating
and supporting arts and cultural activities, ensuring public access to the arts for residents and
visitors alike.
DCA advances the social and economic impact of arts and culture through grant making,
public art, community arts, and strategic marketing and development. DCA creates and
supports arts programming, maximizing relationships with other city agencies, artists, and arts
and cultural nonprofit organizations to provide excellent service in neighborhoods throughout
Los Angeles.
For more information, please visit culturela.org.

About Bloomberg Philanthropies
Bloomberg Philanthropies works in over 120 countries around the world to ensure better,
longer lives for the greatest number of people. The organization focuses on five key areas for
creating lasting change: Arts, Education, Environment, Government Innovation, and Public
Health. Bloomberg Philanthropies encompasses all of Michael R. Bloomberg’s charitable
activities, including his foundation and his personal giving. In 2015, Bloomberg Philanthropies
distributed over half a billion dollars.
For more information, please visit bloomberg.org.

About Kamella Tate Associates, LLC
KTA/LLC is a Los Angeles-based firm providing research, program design, evaluation, and
fund development services to nonprofits in the arts, healthcare, and education sectors. Clients
have included the City of Los Angeles Department of Cultural Affairs, The Music Center, Wallis
Annenberg Center for the Performing Arts, Film Independent, Pew Center for Arts and
Heritage, Southern California Grantmakers, T.H.E. Health & Wellness Centers, Eisner Pediatric &
Family Medical Center, Los Angeles County Arts Commission, and Oregon Shakespeare
Festival, among others. KTA/LLC also offers customized workshops in research methods and
program evaluation throughout the U.S., working with practitioners, funders, and policy makers.
For more information, please visit artcentricities.com/kamella-tate-associates-llc/.

About the USC Rossier School of Education
The mission of the USC Rossier School of Education is to improve learning in urban education
locally, nationally and globally. Rossier leads the field in innovative, collaborative solutions to
improve education outcomes. Our work is field-based, in the classroom, and online, and
reflects a diversity of perspectives and experiences. We pride ourselves on innovation in all our
programs, preparing teachers, administrators, and educational leaders who are change agents.
We support the most forward-thinking scholars and researchers, and are leaders in using
cutting-edge technology to scale up our quality programs for maximum impact.
Rossier is part of the University of Southern California, one of the world’s leading private
research universities. Located in the heart of Los Angeles, we offer students a rich urban
environment in which to learn, as well as many international opportunities for research and
study. At USC, students come from all 50 states and 110 other countries, including more than
5,000 international students each academic year.
For more information, please visit rossier.usc.edu/.
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